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Superconductivity Experiment
~

Superconductivity may beome one of the most signifcant inovations of mom
times. Ths is a result of very recent discoveries of high temperature superconductors

which may revolutionize everything from electrcal generation and transmission to
high-speed cQmputers to controlled fusion generatig plants.

In ths experiment, you will investigate the superconductivity of the new Y -Ba-
Cu-O compound system as a function of temperature and magnetic field. The most
important question should should answer is "What is the resistance of the
superconductor as the temperatu and applied magnetic field ar changed?" Other
questions which you wil not be able to answer are related to the determination of
curent density which can pass through the material and the mechanical strength and

elasticity of the material.
Attached to these notes are some articles which describe aspects of

superconductivity and the results of recent measurements of the Y -Ba-Cu-O
compound made by Prof. M. K. Wu and co-workers. These wil provide background for
the experiments that you wil be penormg. Pay paricular attention to Prof. Wu's
aricle. Their measurements are identical to those that you can obtan with the

equipment supplied in the laboratory. Next, look over the description of tye 1 and j ,

ty.e 2 superconductors given by Gennes in Superconductivity in Metals and Alloys.o.f\1. , l'-
Type 1 superconductors have a "correlation length" between. conduction electrons ((sheri

(denoted by the symbol, ÇO) much longer than the magnetic field penetration length ~
(denoted by Â.). They generally have a very abrupt crtical field, He, below which the P-i1lèt
material is superconducting and excludes all magnetic flux. (H e is a function of
temperature.) This "penect diamagnetîsm" is charaèteristic of the superconducting
state. Type 2 superconductors have Â. ~ Ço and have a more gradual transition to this
superconducting state. They are described by thee critical magnetic fields. Below
Hci (the lowest critical field), a typ 2 superconductor has no resistace and, like a
type 1 superconductor, excludes flux. Between H c1 and H e2, the resistance is very
low, but finite, and the superconductor parally excludes flux. Between He2 and He3,
the resistance is low, but no flux is excluded. Finally, above the highest of the three
crtical fields, He3. the material is no longer superconducting.

DescrI ption

The Y -Ba-Cu-O compound becomes superconducting between 77 and 85 eK.
This makes the cryogenic aspects of these experiment very easy compared with
experiments using more conventional superconductors that require temperatures
below 22 eK. Liquid nitrogen is relatively inexpensive and a styrofoam thermos is al
that is required to store it for several hours.

- We have built three LN2 containers for you, and these are large enough to hold
stainless-steel and copper "sample stands". The sample stands cool the
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superconducting sample and provide a stable base to make your measurements. Also,
attached to each sample is a calibrated temperature sensor so that you can measur
the sample at al ties. Be careful to note that if the rate of change of the temperatu
is too rapid, then a temperature diference wil develop between the superconductor
and the sample.

. The superconductor is provided in two geometres. First, a smal dìslCwiTh a
smal hole drlled into its center) can be used to study the Meissner effect. We have
provided permanent magnetics which can be levitated and an inductor which can be
used to measure changes in the permeabilty of the superconductor. The second

sample is a short retagular rod onto which four electrcal leads are attched in order
to measure the electrcal resistivity. Finaly, a very large solenoid has been made
which can provide a 1.2 kG field to the rod enablig measurements of the transition
temperatue and resistance as a function of applied magnetic field.

Suggested Experiments

The main goal of your experiments wil be to characterize the electrical
resistance and the magnetic propertes of the Y-Ba-Cu-O samples as a function of
temperature and applied magnetic field strength. A reasonable schedule for your

experiments, accomplishing these goals, is shown below:
/

WEEK 1: First, _ familiarize yourself with the experimental setup,
diagnostics, power supplies, and the temperature and magnetic field monitors.
Then, using the disk-like sample, examne the magnetic propertes of Y -Ba-Cu-
O. You should monitor the temperature of the sample while, at the same time,
determining the abilty of the sample to levitate a magnet. Next, place the wie
inductor around the saIple and determne the change of the coil's inductace
as a function of temperature. How do these measurements relate to the
Meissner effect? , You should also measure the abilty of the
sample to reta flux. This can be done by f"irst passing curent though the coil

while the sample's temperature is above the critical temperature and then
reducing the field below Te after which you can tu off the curent in the coil,
retaining flux within the hallow sup~rconductor. Contrast this result with your
knowledge of the Meissner effect. What is the role of the sample's geometr?

)
WEEK l Setup the experiment to measure the resistance of the sample
using the four-point diagnostic. Be sure you understand the priciples of what
you are doing. Measure the resistàiice as a function of temperature. Don't
forget to measure the propertes of the sample at rom temperature before you
begin. It wil probably be best f"irst to cool the sample to 77 OK and then to use

the resistive heaters to slowly bring the sample up beyond it's critical
temperature.

Ub,~ . ~-
~ Repeat theA experiments pe);-aeà -i ~.'~eH while at the same
time applying increasing magnetic field strength. with the large solenoid. How
does the cntical temperature and resistivity change with applied field?
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A stable and reproducible superconductivity transition between .80 and 93 K has been unambiguously
observed both resistively and magnetically in a new Y -Ba-Cu-O compound system at ambient pressure.
An estimated upper critical field HdO) between 80 and 180 T was obtained.

PACS numbers: 74.70.¥a

The search for high-temperature superconductivity

and novel superconducting mechanisms is one of the
most challenging tasks of condensed-matter physicists
and material scientists. To obtain a superconducting

state reaching beyond the technological and psychologi-

cal temperature barrier of 77 K, the liquid-nitrogen boil-
ing point, will be one of the greatest triumphs of

scientific endeavor of this kind. According to our stud-
ies, i we would like to point out the possible attainment
of a superconducting state with an onset temperature

higher than 100 K, at ambient pressure, in compound

systems generically represented by (L i - xMx) aAbDy. In
this Letter, detailed results are presented on a specific

new chemical compound system with L - Y, M - Ba,
A -Cu, D =0, x =0.4, a ;"2, b -I, and y:: 4 with a
stable superconducting transition between 80 and 93 K.
For the first time, a "zero-resistance" state (p -c 3 x 10-8
fFcm, an upper limit only determined by the sensitivity
of the apparatus) is achieved and maintained at ambient
pressure in a simple liquid-nitrogen Dewar.

In spite of the great efforts of the past 75 years since
the discovery of superconductivity, the superconducting

transition temperature Tc has remained until 1986 below
23.2 K, the T¡: of Nb3Gefirst discovered i in 1973. In

the face of this gross failure to raise the Tc, nonconven-
tional approaches3 taking advantage of possible strong
nonconventional superconducting mechanisms. have
been proposed and tried. In September 1986, the situa-
tion changed drastically when Bednorz and Müllers re-
ported the possible existence of percolative superconduc-
tivity in (Lal-xBax)Cu3-6 with x-0.2 and 0.15 in the
30-K range. Subsequent magnetic studies6-8 confirmed
that high-temperature superconductivity indeed exists in
this system. Takagi et aJ.9 further attributed the ob-
served superconductivity in the La-Ba-Cu-O system to
the KiNiF. phase. By the replacement of Ba with

Sr,8,IO,11 it is found that the La-Sr-Cu-O system of the
KiNiF 4 structure, in general, exhibits a higher Tc and a

omi

sharper transition. A transition width 10 of 2 K and an
onset 1 I Tc of 48.6 K were obtained at ambient pressure.

Pressure8,ii was found to enhance the Tc of the La-
Ba-Cu-O system at a rate of greater than io - 3 K bar-I
and to raise the onset Tc to 57 K. with a "zero-resis-
tance" state 13 reached at 40 K, the highest in any known
superconductor until now. Pressure reduces the lattice
parameter and enhances the Cu +3/CU +i ratio in the
compounds. This unusually large pressure effect on Tc
has led to suggestions8,ii that the high-temperature su-
perconductivity in the La-Ba-Cu-O and La-Sr-Cu-O sys-
tems may be associated with interfacial effects arising
from mixed phases; interfaces between the metal and in-
sulator layers, or concentration fluctuations within the
KiNiF. phase; strong superconducting interactions due
to the mixed valence states; or yet a unidentified phase.
Furthermore, we found that when the superconducting

transition width is reduced by making the compounds
closer to the pure KiNiF. phase, the onset Tc is also re-
duced while the main transition near 37 K remains un-
changed. Extremely unstable phases displaying signals
indicative .of superconductivity in compounds consisting
of phases in addition to or other than the KiNiF. phase
have been observed by US,8,1. up to 148 K, but only in
four samples, and in China, IS at 70 K, in one sample.

Therefore, we decided to investigate the multiple-phase
Y -Ba-Cu-O compounds instead of the pure KiNiF.

phase, through simultaneous variation of the lattice pa- .
rameters and mixed valence ratio of Cu ions by chemical
means at ambient pressure;

The compounds investigated were prepared with nomi-
nal compositions represented by (Y l-xBax )iCUO.-6
with x -0.4 through solid-state reaction of appropriate
amounts of Y i03, BaC03, and CuO in a fashion similar
to that previously described.8 Bar samples of dimensions
i xO.5x4 mm3 were cut from the sintered cylinders. A
four-lead technique was employed for the resistance (R)
measurements and an ac inductance bridge for the mag-
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FIG. L Temperature dependence of resistance determined
in a simple Iíquid-nitrogen Dewar.

netic susceptibilty (X) determinations. The temperature
was measured b)' means (jf Au+0.07% Fe-Chromel and
Chromel-Alumel thermocouples in the absence of a mag-
netic field. and a carbon-glass thermometer in the pres-
ence of a field. The latter was calibrated against the

former without a field. . Magnetic fields up to 6 T were
generated by a superconducting magnet.

The temperature dependence of R determined in a
simple liquid-nitrogen Dewar is shown in Fig. i. R ini-

tially drops almost linearly with temperature T. A devi-
ation of R from this T dependence is evident at 93 K and
a sharp drop starts at 92 K. A "zero-R" state is
achie\'ed at 80 K. The variation of X with T is shown in
Fig. 2. It is evident that a diamagnetic shift starts at 9 I
K and the size of the shift increases rapidly with further
cooling. At .l.2 K. the diamagnetic signal corresponds to
24CC of the supercondùcting signal of a Pb sample with

similar dimensions. In a magnetic field, the R drop is
shifted to\' :ird lower T. At our maximum field of 5.7 T.
the "zero-R" state remains at a T as high as 40 K. Pre-
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FIG. = Temperature dependence of magnetic.susc~ptibilty.

liminary x-ray powder diffraction patterns show the ex-
istence of multiple phases uncharacteristic of the KiNiF4
structure in the samples. Detailed analyses are under
way.

The above results demonstrate unambiguously that su-
perconductivity occurs in the Y -Ba-Cu-O system with a
transition between SO and 93 K. We have determined
the upper critical field H,i(T) resistivèly. If the positive
curvature at very low fieiasÎs neglected, one gets a value
of dH,';dT near T, of 3 T/K or I.3T/K, depending on

whether H,i(T,) is taken at the 10% or the 50% drop

from the normal-state R. In the weak-cupling limit,
H,i(O) is thus estimated to be between SO and iso T in
the Y -Ba-Cu-O system investigated. We believe that the
value of H,i(O) can be further enhanced as the material
is improved. The paramagnetic limiting field at 0 K for
a sample with a T,-90 K is 165 T. Because of the

porous and multiphase characteristics of the samples, it
is therefore diffcult to extract any reliable information
about the density of states from the slope of H,i(T) at
T, on the basis of the dirty-limit approximation.

On the basis of the existing data, it appears that the
high-temperature superconductivity above 77 K reported
here occurs only in compound systems consisting of a
phase or phases in addition to or other than the KiNiF..
phase. While it is tempting to attribute the supercon-
ductivity to possible nonconventional superconducting

mechanisms as mentioned earlier, aU present suggestions
are considered to be tentative at best, especially in the
absence of detailed structural information aboùt the
phases in the Y-Ba-Cu-O samples. However, we would
like to point out here that the lattice parameters, the

valence ratio, and the sample treatments all playa cru-
cial role in achieving superconductivity above 77 K. The
role of the different phases present in superconductivity
is yet to be determined.

The work at the University of Alabama at Huntsvile
is supported by NASA Grants No. NAGS-032 and No.
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FIG. 3. Magnetic field effect on resistance.
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't-. OV'IS

THE MEASUREMENT OF TEMPERATURE

Temperature can be accurately measured with thermometers designed and calibrated for use In the
temperature range of Interest For all experiments In this manual using Coorado SuperCOnductor Inc.'s
family of SUperconductor kits, a range from room temperature to that of liquid nitrogen Is of Interest
Sophisticated thermometers typically do not operate over such a wide range. Thermocuple thermometers
however are fairly aCCurate over this great a range of temperature varition. .

A thermocouple consists of a mechanica Juncio of two dlsslmUar metls. This JUncion generes a smll

electrica poential (voltage). the value of whic depes upon the temperature of the JunctIon. Thus with
calibration. and an appropriate choice of mes, on can obin a thermomeer for the desired tempeture
range. FOr our range (300 Kelvin to 77 Kelvin), a ty T. or Copper-Costantan thermOCple Is use. A-
O.l6mV reading Indicates room temperatur (29. and +6.43mV Is 77K

The thermOCple junction has been carefully attche to the supercouctors In our kits. and thermly

balanced and calibrated. A sImple digit mlllvoltmeter attched to the leads can be use to determine the

voltage of this Junction, Note that thermOCUple leads must be conneced to the volmeter via wlres of the
same materil and the junction to the thermOCOUple leads must be at roo temperature. This volge can

be converted to the equivalent temperature with the help of the conversion chart beow.

OK

Conversion from mV to Kelvin
. .-l _

.

u 1 2
'Vor._ ,,~

60 7.60 7.53 7.46 7.40 7.33 7.26 7.19 ~ 7_05 6.99 6.92 6070 6.92 6.85 6.78 6.71 6.84 6.56 6.49 ~_ (6.42 6.37 6.33 6.29 7080 6.29 6.25 6.21 6.17 6.13 --S.09 6.05 6.01 \ 5.97 5.93 5.90 8090 5.90 5.88 5.83 5_79 5.75 5.72 5.68 a-tl 5.00' 5.56 5.52 90100 5.52 5.48 5.44 5.41 5.37 5.34 5.30 5.27 5_~ 5.20 5.16 100
110 5.16 5.13 5.09 5.06 5.02 4.99 4.95 4.91 4_88 4.84 4.81 110120 4_81 4.77 4.74 4.70 4.67 4.63 4.60 4.56 4.53 4.49 4.46 120130 4.46 4.42 4.39 4.35 4.32 4.28 4.25 4.21 4.18 4.14 4.11 130140 4.11 4.07 4.04 4.00 3.97 3.93 3.90 3.88 3.83 3.79 3.76 140150 3.76 3.73 3.69 3.66 3.63 3.60 3.56 3.53 3.50 3.47 3.43 150

160 3.43 3.40 3.37 3.34 3.30 3.27 3.24 3.21 3.18 3.15 3.12 160170 3.12 3.09 3.06 3.03 3.00 2.97 2.94 2.91 2.88 2.85 2.82 170180 2.82 2.79 2.76 2.73 2.70 2.67 2.84 2.61 2.58 2.53 2.52 180190 2.52 2.49 2.46 2.43 2.40 2.37 2.34 2.31 2.29 2.26 2.23 19020 2.23 2.20 2.17 2.14 2.11 2.08 2.05 2.02 1.99 1.96 1.93 200
210 1.93 1.90 1.87 1.84 1.81 1.8 1.75 1.72 1.69 1.66 1.84 210220 1.84 1.1 1.59 1.56 1.54 1.51 1.9 1.46 1.44 1.41 1.39 22230 1.39 1.36 1.34 1.31 1.29 1.26 1.24 1.21 1.9 1.16 1.14 23140 1.14 1.1 1.09 1.07 1.04 1.02 0.99 0.97 0.94 0.92 0.89 240150 0.89 0.87 0.84 0.82 0.79 0.77 0.74 0.72 0.69 0.67 0.65 25
!6 0.65 0.62 0.60 0.58 0.55 0.53 0.50 0.48 0.45 0.42 0.40 26070 0.40 0.38 0.36 0.34 0.32 0.30 .0.28 0.26 0.24 0.22 0.20 27080 0.20 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.12 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.02 0.00 2890 0.00 -0.02 -0.04 -0.06 -0.08 -0.10 -0.12 -0.14 -0.16 -0.18 -0.20 2900 -0.20 -0.22 -0.24 -0.26 -0.28 -0.30 -0.32 -0.34 -0.36 -0.38 -0.40 30

°..
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Preca utlons.

1. When pouring liquid nitrogen be careful to prevent any splashing. Read the section on safety & hanc
starling page 12 before beginning this experiment

2. Be carefl not to touch the devce or wires when they are cold. Follow the safety directions.

"
3. No more than 0.5 Amp of current should pass through the device or wires at any time.

4. Use a hair dryer to carefully dry the Four Point Probe device after use. Store it with a desslcant

5. The probe and thermocouple wires are very britle when cold. Please handle them with care..

Some Questions.

1. What effect would one expect n the Critical Temperature Is measured with the device placed Inslc
functioning electromagnet?

2. Why Is the transition In resistance gradual at the Critical Temperature?

3. A simple two-probe measurement of device resistance below Its Critical Temperature exhibits a non-¡
value. Why?

Determination of the Critical Temperature

The Critical Temperature, Tc Is obtained during the measurement of the electrical resistance as funcllo:
the Temperature of the superconductor on the previous page. The Critical Temperature of
BI2CaSr 2CU209 superconductor Is about 108 Kelvin versus about 95 Kelvin for the YBa2Cu307 mate
These results are shown below In figure 4.
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Figure 4: Resistance versus Temperature
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14-1 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

review of independent electron motion theories of conductivity; tempera-
ture dependence of conductivity: resistanceless current in superconductors:
critical temperature; Meissner effects and their relation to resistanceless

current; critical field; isotope effect evidence for importance of lattice vi-
brations; attractive electron-electron interactions by means of phonon ex-
change; conditions for formation of Cooper pairs: ordered pair motion

under applied electric field; pair binding energy: origin of energy gap: gap
width and relation to critical temperature; estimate of size and density
of pairs; applications of superconductivity: Type II superconductors: flux
quantization

14-2 MAGNETIC PRqPERTIES OF SOLIDS

relations between magnetic induction. magnetization. magnetic field
strength, and magnetic susceptibility: diamagnetism and LenÙ law: com-
parison of diamagnetic, paramagnetic. and ferromagnetic susceptibilities

14-3 PARAMAGNETISM

role of independent permanent magnetic dipole moments: calculated sus-
ceptibility of system of atoms with two spin órientations: Curie's law as an
approximation; comparison with experiment: paramagnetic susceptibility
in metals

14-4 FERROMAGNETISM

Curie temperature; fanure of classical dipole-dipole interaction explana-
tion; role of exchange interactions: structure of 3d bands in transition
elements; partial bands; origin of ferromagnetism; domains; hysteresis: per-
manent magnetism

14-5 ANTIFERROMAGNETISM AND FERRIMAGNETISM

properties; role of exchange interactions

QUESTIONS
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14-1 SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

Shortly after the discovery of the electron it was recognized that the high electrical
and thermal conductivities of metals could be attributed to the motion of electrons
in the metal. Classical theories of metallc cond uction treated these electrons as a gas
of independent particles within the metals colliding with lattice imperfections. Using
methods of the classical kinetic theory, many experimental facts of electrical and
thermal conductivity could be explained. With the advent of quantum mechanics, it
15ecame possible-to--ake-nto-account-the-wave-nature-of-eleotrons-and-the-exclusion-- : -

principle. A number of phenomena not previously explainable then became clear.
For example, the need to use the Fermi distribution for free electrons led to an under-
standing of the electronic contribution to the specific heats of solids. The further
application of wave ideas led to quantization of energy levels and the band theory
of solids, which accounted for the wide range in conductivities observed in normal
solids. The free-electron model approximation averaged out variations in the inter-
actions of electrons with one another and with the lattice ions, and it could account
for resistance to electron flow under normal conditions. A major failure of this 1
independent particle model, however, is its inability to explain superconductivity. ToJ
understand that phenomenon requires taking into account the collective behavior of
electrons and ions, or the so-called many-body effects, in solids. Let us now examine
su percond ucti vity.

Many factors contribute to the electrical resistivity of a solid, as we have seen.
Electrons are scattered by the deviations from a perfect lattice due to structural
defects or impurities in a crystal. In addition, there are vibrations of the lattice ions
in normal modes that constitute something like sound waves traveling through the
solid; we refer to such waves as phonons. The higher the temperature is, the more
phonons there are present in the lattice. When phonons are present, there is an elec-

, tron-phonon interaction which scatters conduction electrons and causes further re-
sistance. Hence, the electrical resistance of a solid should decrease as the temperature
decreases, but we expect a residual resistance even near absolute zero due to the
crystal imperfections. It therefore seems. remarkable that the eleCtrical resistance of
some solids disappears completely at suffciently low temperatures.

In 1911, Kammerlingh-Onnes found that the electrical resistance of solid mercury
drops to an immeasurably small value when cooled below a certain temperature,
called the critical temperature Tc' Mercury goes from a normal state to a supercon-
ducting state as the temperature drops below Tc = 4.2°K. Many other elements, and
many compounds and alloys, have since been found to be superconductors with
critical temperatures as high as 23°K. But not all materials superconduct. Figure 14-1
shows the resistivity at very low temperatures for a superconductor, tin, and a non-
superconductor, silver. In a superconductor, currents can be set up which persist for
years with no detectable decay.

In 1933, Meissner and Oschenfeld found that as a superconducting substance is
cooled below its critical temperature in the presence of an applied magnetic field, it
expels all magnetic flux from its interior. If thè field is applied after the substance
has been cooled below its crtical temperature, the magnetic flux is excluded from
the superconductor. Hence, a superconductor acts like a perfect diamagnet. Both
Meissner effects are ilustrated in Figure 14-2. According to Lenz's law, when the
magnetic flux through a circuit is changing, an induced current is eatablished in such
a direction as to oppose the change in flux. In a diamagnetic atom, the orbital elec-
trons adjust their rotational motion to produce a net magnetic moment opposite to
the externally applied magnetic field. We can say analogously that an external mag-
netic field does not penetrate the interior of a superconducting substance because in
a superconductor the conduction electrons, whose motion is as unimpeded as in an
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Figure 14-1 A plot of resistivity p versus temperature T, showing the drop to zero at the
critical temperature T, for a super-condùctor, and the finite resistivity of a normal metal at
absolute zero.

atom, adjust their motion to produce a counteracting magnetic field. The entire super-
conductor behaves like a single diamagnetic atom in this respect. Hence, the two prin-
cipal characteristics of superconductors, namely the exclusion of magnetic flux and
the absence of resistance to current flow, are related to one another. It is necessary
to have a persisting (resistanceless) current to maintain the flux exclusion when the
external field is on.

Figure 14-3 shows a photograph of superconducting levitation. If a small permanent magnet
is placed over a perfectly conducting surface, it wil float there. If the magnet 

is placed on a

surface which thereafter is made superconducting (by lowering its temperature), it wil rise and
float. A repulsive force large enough to overcome the weight of the magnet exists between the
magnet and the diamagnetic superconductor, because the superconducting body excludes the
magnetic lines of flux associated with the magnet. Serious engieering studies have indicated
the feasibilty of using this phenomenon to provide very smooth support for high-speed pas-
senger trains.

It is found that if the external field is increased beyond a certain value, called the
critical field H" the metal ceases to be supercc:nducting and becomes normaL. The
value of this crtical field for a given material depends .on the temperature, as shown
for the case of lead in Figure 14-4. As the external magnetic field increases, therefore,
the critical temperature is lowered until when H ;: HiOOK) there is no supercon-
ductivity for that matèrial at any temperature. We can understand this as follows.
Suppose that at some temperature below T, we turn on a magnetic field; the super-
conductor wil act to exclude this field (the Meissner effect). The energy decrease
of the magnetic field appears as increased energy of the electrons that make up the
superconducting current. As the strength of the external magnetic field is increased,
the energy acquired by the superconductor also increases. At the critical value of the
field, H" the energy of the superconducting state becomes higher than the energy of
the normal state, so that the material becomes normal.

=1
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Figure 14-2 Left: A schematic illustration of expulsion. Right: The exclusion of magnetic
flux in a superconductor. Both are called Meissner effects_
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Figure 14-3 A permanent magnet floating over a superconducting surface.

Evidence that the lattice vibrations play an important role in the phenomenon of
superconductivity came in 1950 when experiment revealed that the critical temper-
ature of crystals made from different isotopes of the same element depends on the
isotopic mass. The dependence, given by

Mll2Tc = const (14-1)
in which M is the average isotopic mass of the solid, is called the isotope effect. This
relation shows that the critical temperature would go to zero (hence, no supercon-
ductivity) in the absence of lattice vibrations (when M.. 00). The importance of
lattice vibrations suggests that an electron-phonon interaction is responsible for
superconductivity. We can no longer ignore those very interactions which were ne-
glected in the independent particle model of a solid-the electron-phonon and also
the electron-electron interactions-if we hope to get a theoretical explanation of
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Figure 14-4 Thé variation with temperature of the critical field H, for lead. Note that He is
zero when the temperature r equals the critical temperature re.



superconductivity. In 1957, Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer proposed a detailed
microscopic theory, now known as the- BCS theory, in which these interactions are
included. The predictions of the BCS theory are in excellent agreement with experi-
mental results. Let us now consider a qualitative picture of it.

An electron in a solid passing by adjacent ions in the lattice can act on these ions
with a set of Coulomb attractions which gives each of them momentum that causes

----tlieIíto-m-uve--ligh tly-together---BeGause-of-the-elastic-properties__oLthd-iljl~ ths

region of increased positive charge density will then propagate as a wave, which
carries momentum, through the lattice. The electron has emitted a phonon! The mo-
mentum the phonon carries is supplied by the electron, whose momentum changed
when the phonon was emitted. If a second electron subsequently passes by the
moving region of increased positive charge density, it wil experience an attractive
Coulomb interaction, and thereby it can absorb all the momentum the moving region
carres. That is, the second electron can absorb the phonon, thereby absorbing the
momentum supplied by the first electron. The net effect is that the two electrons have
exchanged some momentum with each other, and thus they have interacted with each
other. Although the interaction was a two-step one, involving a phonon _as an inter-
mediary, it certainly was an interaction between the two electrons. Furthermore, it
was an attractive interaction, since the electron involved in each of the steps partici-
pated in an attractive Coulomb interaction. The BCS theory shows that in certain
conditions the attraction between two electrons due to a succession of phonon ex-
changes can exceed slightly the repulsion which they exert directly on each other
because of the (shielded) Coulomb interaction of their like charges. Then the elec-
trons wil be weakly bound together, and form a so-called Cooper pair. We shall see
that Coòper pairs are responsible for superconductivity.

The conditions for their formation, in numbers large enough to allow supercon-
ductivity, are (1) that the temperature be low enough to make the number of random
thermal phonons present in the lattice small (they would inhibit the ordered processes
involved in superconductivity); (2) that the interaction between an electron and a
phonon be strong (so thata substance which has a relatively low resistance at room
temperature, because its conduction electrons interact weakly with thermal lattice
vibrations, wil not be a possible superconductor at low temperature); (3) that the

number of electrons in states lying just below the Fermi energy be large (these are
the electrons which are energetically able to form Cooper pairs); (4) that the two
electrons have "antiparallel" spins (then their space eigenfunction wil be symetric
in a label exchange, which means that they wil be close enough together to form a
pair); and (5) that, in the absence of an externally applied electric field, the two

electrons of a pair have linear momenta of equal magnitude but opposite direction
(as will be explained next, this facilitates the participation of the maxium number
of electrons in pair formation).

Because Cooper pairs are weakly bound, they are constantly breaking up and then
reformng, usually with different partners. Also, because they are weakly bound they
are large. (In Example 14-2 we shall estimate the typical separation of two electrons
in a pai to be ofthe order of 104 Å.) Thus, within the region occupied by the electrons

of a pair, there are very many other electrons that would also like to participate in the
pairig process. The system wil be most tightly bound, and therefore most stable, if
they can do so. The system achieves this by having the total 

linear momentum of each

pair equal to zero, in the absence of an applied electric field. The discussion of the
formation of a pair shows that the total momentum of any pair is a constant, since
the net result of exchanging a phonon between the two electrons is to preserve the
total momentum of the pair. If all the pairs have the same constant total momentum,
then there wil be no inhibition to the unavoidable process of old pairs breaking up
and new pairs reforming, because any pair can be converted to any other pair by
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phonon exchange, and so the maximum number of pairs wil be present. Th con-
clusion is plausible from the qualitative argument we have given. It is put on a com-

en pletely firm foundation by the quantitative calculations of the BCS theory, which
w
1= show that the wave functions describing pair formation are in phase, and thus add
ff constructively and lead to a large total probabilty for pair formation, when the pairsll
o all have the same total momentum. In the absence of an applied electric field, sym-
a:
ll metry considerations obviously demand that the common value of the pai tota mo-

.------~-meJ:tllII-1:e-zé-r"b__Sb-wé-see wlfr-llie~two-êlecli'-b-rirC5f-e1fch-p-airlra:ve-IÌli-e1lTIIOment1l--~ .
~ of equal magnitude, but opposite direction, in such circumstances. We also se that

~ the ground state of the system is very highly ordered, in that all the pais in the lattice
~ are doing exactly the same thing as far as the motion of their centers of mass is
~ concerned. This order extends through the lattice, and not just through the region
ct occupied by a pair, because the pairs are relatively large and there are many of them

~ so there is multiple overlapping. The order propagates through adjacent overlapping

~ regions.
g . When an external electric field is applied, the pairs, which behave rather lie parti-
.~ cles with two electron charges, move through the lattice under the influence of the field.
S But they do it in such a way as to continue to maintain the order, because that wil
ff maintain their number at a maximum. Thus they carry current by moving through

§5 the lattice with all of their centers of mass having exactly the same mo~entum. The
'î motion of each pair is locked into the motion of all the rest, and so none of them
¡g can be involved in the random scatterings from lattice imperfections that caus low-
~ temperature electrical resistance. This is why the system is a superconductor.
en

"

.. ,

.h .

'V.. It is tempting to think of a Cooper pair as acting like a boson, since it contains two fermons.
If this could be done, superconductivity would be simply another example of Bose condensa-
tion, as in the superfluidity or liquid helium. That is, it would be the completely correlated
motion of a set of bosons all in the same quantum state due to the effect of the (1 + n) boson
enhancement factor discussed in Chapter 11. Theories which preceded the BCS theory tried
unsuccessfully to use this approach. The reason why it is not vald is that the individual
electrons in each pair are weakly bound to the pair, which also means the pair is large. As a
consequence, the eigenfunction for the system of overlapping pairs must take into accunt the

exchange ofIabels of one electron from one pair and one electron from another pair, as well as
the exchange of labels of one complete pair and another complete pair. In the latter exchange
the system eigenfunction will not change sign beuse two fermion labels are being exchanged,
but in the former the eigenfunction does chan e si since onI one fermon label is being
exchan~So Cooper pairs are neither purely bosonlke (no sign change), nor purely feron-

~ign change) with respect t~.all eigenfunction label exchanges that must be considered. In
a system of tightly bound helium atoms, the only type of labe exc ange that must be
considered is an exchange of the label of one atom with the label of another. Such an exchange
actually involves an even number of fermion label exchanges (each atom contains two elec-
trons, two protons, and two neutrons), sò the eigenfunction does not change sign and the atoms
of the system act like bosons.

ci
el.cÜ

According to the BCS theory, the binding energy of a Cooper pair at absolute zero
is about 3kTc' As the temperature rises, the binding energy is reduced, and goes to
zero when the temperature equals the critical temperature Tc' Above T" a Cooperpair is not bound. .

With a binding electron-electron interaction at absolute zero, it is energetically
adva-nfageous for two electrons, each in single-particle states just below the Ferm
energy, CF, to promote themselves to vacant states just above Cp where they can
interact in such a way as to form a Cooper pair. The energy required to put'the elec-
trons into the higher single-particle states is morè than compensated for by the energy



made available by the binding of the Cooper pair they form. Thus the zero tempera-
ture Ferm distribution of a superconductor is unstable, in the sense that electrons in
states within a range of the order of kTc below the Ferm energy wil 

leave those states

and enter states within a simhir range above the Fermi energy, where they wi form
pairs. The result is that the T = 0 distribution of occupied states of a superconductor
looks something like aT = Tc Ferti distribution for a normal conductor. The reason
why the electrons must be above 8F to be able to freely form pairs is that a large ê
number of unoccupied states are (ouñd only above 8i, and unoceupieastates must~--~------------

be avaiable for the two electrons of a pair to enter after they change their momenta ~
by one emitting and the other absorbing a phonon. ~

Although there is an almost continuous distribution of single particle states avail- g

able to each electron in a superconductor at T = 0, the distribution of states available ~ .

to the system is anythig but continuous. As far as the system is concerned, there is ~

its superconducting ground state, then an energy gap of width 89 in which there are ~
no states at all, and above the gap a set of states which are nonsuperconducting. The
gap width 89 equals the binding energy of a Cooper pair. The gap arises because if
one electron of the system in a single particle state in the region of width "" kTc sur-
rounding tF absorbs energy from some source, so that it makes a transition from
that state to another single particle state only infinitesimally different in energy, then
the pair of which it had been a member wil be broken and the binding energy of the
pair will be lost to the system. Thus the source must be able to supply an energy
equal to a pair binding energy before an electron near 8F can make a transition to
the energetically nearest state. (Even more energy must be supplied to excite an elec-
tron well below 8F, despite the fact that it is not in a pair, since all the nearby states
are already occupied.) Therefore the minimum energy that can be accepted by the

ground state system, which is the width of its energy gap, is the binding energy of a
Cooper pair. The states which begin at the top of the gap are not superconducting
since in them the system has enough energy for pairs to be broken.

The width of the gap at T = 0 is 89 ~ 3kTc. But it narrows as the temperature

rises, and it becomes of zero width at T = Tc where the pairs are no longer bound.
At temperatures below Tc the superconducting ground state corresponds to a large
scale quantum state in which the motions of all the electrons and ions are highly
correlated. It takes the gap energy 89 to excite the system to the next higher state,
which is not superconducting, and this is more energy than the thermal energy avail-
able to the system. For instance, at T = 0.1 Tc the valué of the gap energy is stil
about 89 = 3kTco while the thermal energy is about kT = O.lkTc.

For most superconductors near T = 0 the energy needed to bridge the gap corre-
sponds to photons in the very far infared, or microwave, portion of the electromag-
netic spectrum. The existenceand width of the gap is established 

experimentally by

the abrupt cn.ange in absorption of far infared or microwave radiation when the
photon energy hv drops below the gap energy.

Example 14-1. The crtical temperature of mercury is 4.2°K.

(a) What is the energy gap in electron volts at T = O?

~ As stated earlier, the Cooper pair binding energy, or gap energy, is
89 ~ 3kTc

So

89 ~ 3 x 1.4 X 10-23 jouletK x 4.2°K = 1.8 x 10-22 joule~L1 x io-3eV ~
(b) Calculate the wavelength of a photon whose energy is just suffcient to break up Cooper

pairs in mercury at T = 0, In what region of the electromagnetic spectrum are such photons
found?
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So the wavelength is

, he 6.6 x 10-34 joule-see x 3 x 108 mlsec -3J. = - :: 22 = 1. x 10 m
Ig 1.8 x 10 - joule

These photons are in the very short wavelength part of the microwave region. ..

(G) Does the metallook like a superconductor to electromagietic waves having wavelengtsshorter than that found in part (b)? Explain. -~~- .
~ No, since the energy content of shorter wavelength photons is suffciently high to break up
the Cooper pairs, or excite the conduction electrons through the energy gap into the non-
superconducting states above the gap. ..
Example 14-2. (a) Estimate the size of a Cooper pair of binding energy Ig.
~The wave function of a Cooper pair is made up of waves, descrbing its two component
electrons, with wave numbers drawn from a range f1k corresponding to an energy range
f1/-lg. The energy range is centered on IF, and the wave number range is centered on the

corresponding kF. Since the energy of one of the electrons is
p2 h2k21----

- - 2m* - 2m*

we have

f11 = h22kf1k
2m*

and
f11f th f1k2m* 2f1k f1k

7= m*h2k2 =T-T
Setting If = ifF, k = kF, and f11 = &g, we have

f1k &g

kF '" ifF /
As IfglIF", 10-4 in a typical case, we obtain ~

f1k - 10-4kF

Since we saw in Chapter 13 that at the top of a band k = Tela, if the zeros of k and I are
taken at the bottom of the band as we do here, we can set kF '" lla. We also know that the
lattice spacing is a-I A. Thus we find that

10-4
f1k --

1 A

is the range of wave numbers contained in the wave function for a Cooper pai. A very general
property of waves ((3-14), which leads to the uncertainty principle) then immediately tells us
that the extent in space ofthe wave function is

!u_~_io4A
f1k

This is the size of a typical Cooper pair. ..
(b) Estimate the density of Cooper pairs in a superconductor.

~ Example 13-1 shows that the density of conduction electrons in a metal is n - 1022lem3.
The fraction that wiIl form Cooper pairs in a superconductor is of the order of f1kjkF _10-4.
So

7looper pairs - 1018 jem 3

Note that the volume of one pair is _(104 A)3 = (10-4em)3 = 10-12 em3. So each such

volume contains - 106 overlapping pai! ..
The width of the forbidden gap, and the density of quantum states, in a super-

conductor can be determned from the current-voltage characteristic of a tunnel
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junction. In such junctions a thin oxide layer (,. 10-'9 m thick) separates a normal
and a superconducting metal. Electrons tunnel through the barrer, which the non-
conducting oxide layer represents, with the aid of an applied voltage. In 1962,
Josephson predicted that if the metals on both sides of the junction are supercon-
ductig, a current can flow )Vhen no voltage is supplied. If a small voltage (,. a (ew

~--millvoltsHs--applied,--an--altei:ating-current-of-frequency-in-lhe-microwave-range--
results. These effects can be used to detect extremely smaiC voltage differences and
to measure with enormous precision the ratio elh used in determination of the fun-
damental physical constants. Other superconducting effects predicted by Josephson
permit a numer of quantum properties to be seen in a very simple way, particularly
the quantization of magnetic flux, discussed below.

There are many important applications of superconductivity. An obvious applica-
tion is to superconducting electromagnets, whose fields arise from resistanceless cur-
rents flowing through the magnet windings, for use in electric motors and generators.
A difculty is that magnetic fields tend to be induced in the wires of the windings,

which tends to destroy their superconductivity. But progress is being made in finding
what are called Type II superconductors, which have Cooper pairs whose dimensions
are small enough to allow a magnetic field to thread its way through the length
of a wire in a set of localied channels. These channels lose their superconductivity,

but the channels in between them do not. Several niobium-titanium alloys have been

found which are Type II superconductors, and they also have the convenience of
relatively high critical temperatures (Tc ~ 200K).

The absence of power dissipation in superconducting elements makes possible
many electronic applications in which space requirements and transmission time re-
uirements are limited, as in compute~cause superconductors are diamaimeti..

they can be used to shield out unwanted magnetic flux. This can be put to use in
s aping the magnetic lens system of an electron microscope, for example, to eliminate
stray field lines and to greatly improve the practical resolving power of the instru-
ment thereby.

Apart from such technological applications of superconductivity, of which a great
many more can be cited, there is an increasing application of the theoretical ideas
to other fields of physics. For example, these ideas have been applìed to analyzing
nuclear structure, with much success in accounting for otherwise unexplained experi-

mental facts. In the next chapter we shall see similarities between the collective model
of the nucleus and the BCS collective model of superconductivity. Some of the
methods of superconductivity theory are being applied to- the elementary particles
of high-energy physics, as weii- so that the theory suggests a unity underlying the
various areas of quantum physics.

The Meissner effect can be stated in another way, namely, that it is possible to induce
currents in a specien in a time-invariant magnetic field simply by lowering the temperature.

Such a statement contradicts Maxwell's equation §E. dl = -dt!B/dt (or V x E = -òB/òt)

and shows that the Meissner effect is not a classical effect but a quantum effect revealing itself
on a macroscopic scale. This has been confirmed by experiments on a superconducting ring.
If such a ring in a normal state is placed in a uniorm magnetic field, and then cooled to the
superconducting state, electric' currents are established that flow in opposite directions on the
iner and outer surfaces of the rig, as in the upper part of Figure 14-5. This excludes the field
from the interior of the ring but does not affect the field inside the hole of the ring. When the
external field is removed, the outside surface current disappears but the inside surface current
persists. We say that the superconducting rig has trapped the original magnetic field in the
hole, as in the lower part of Figure 14-5. When the magnetic flux trapped in the ring is mea-
sured as a function of the strength of the applied magnetic field, it is found that the flux is
quantizd, i.e., it increases in discrete steps. The system acts very much like a macroscopic
Bohr atom in which one eigenfunction describe the correlated motion of the entire set of
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Figure 14-5 Top: A.ring of superconducting material is cooled below the critical temper-
ature in the presence of a uniform magnetic field. Currents are established as shown on
the inner and outer surfaces of the ring, thereby excluding the field from the superconduc-
ting material comprising the ring. Bottom: The external field is removed. The outside sur-
face current disappears, and the inside surface current persists. The result is that magnetic
flux is trapped in the hole enclosed by the ring.

Cooper pairs traveling around the ring. Flux quantization anses because the eigenfunction
must be single valued. The quantum of flux is 2nhcjq, where q is the charge carred by one
pair. The measurernents confirm the BCS prediction that q = 2e.

14-2 MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF SOLIDS

Materials måy have intrinsic magnetic dipole moments, or they may have magnetic
dipole moments induced in them by an applied external magnetic field of induction.
In the presence of a magnetic field of induction, the elementary magnetic dipoles,

whether permanent or induced, will act to set up afield of induction of their own that
will modify the original field. The student wil recall that magnetic dipole moments,
which can be regarded as microscopic currents (e.g., in atoms), are a source of mag-
netic induction B just as are macroscopic currents (e.g., in magnet windings).~In fact,
we can write

B = JLoH + JLoM (14-2)
in which M, called the magnetization, is the volume density of magnetic dipole mo-
ment, and H, called the magnetic field strength, is associated with macroscopic cur- -
rents only. The magnetic vector H, which can be written as H = (B - JLorvjJLo, plays

a role in magnetism that is analogous to the role of D in electricity, since D, the
electric displacement, originates only with free charges, not polarization charges. The
magnetic vector M, which can be written as iijV, the magnetic dipole moment per
unit volume, has the same dimensions as H. .

For certain magnetic materials, it is found empirically that the magnetization M
is proportional to H. Hence, we can write

M=XH (14-3)
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FUNDAMENTAL PR~PERTIES

1-1 A NEW CONDENSED STATE

We take a piece of tin and cool it down; at a temperature To = 3.7 OK

we find a specific heat anomaly (Fig. l-1a). ~elow To the tin is in a
new thermodynamical state. What has happened?

It is /lot a change in the crystallographic str~cture, as far as x rays
can tell. It is ,iot a ferromagnetic, or antiferromagnetic, transiton.
(It can be seen by magnetic scattering of neutr¡ons, that tin carries no
magnetic moment on an atomic scale.) The striking new property is
that the tin has zero electrical resistance. (Fot instance, a current in-
duced in a tin ring has been observed to persiJt over times )- 1 year.)
We say that tin, in this particular phase, is a ~uperconductor, and we
call the permanent current a super current. I

A large number of metals and alloys are su~erconductors, with crit-
ical temperatures To ranging from less than irK to 1aGK. Even some

heavily doped semiconductors have been found to be superconductors.
Historically, the first supe. rconductor (mer~ury) was discovered by

Kammerling Onnes in 1911. I'
The free energy F s in the superconductinr phase can be derived

from the specifc heat data and is represented øn Fig. 1-lb (solid line).
i

The dotted line gives the corresponding curve ~ n for the normal metal.
The difference (F s - Fn)T = 0 is called the 10ndensation energy. It

is not of order kB Toper electron; it is, in fact, much smaller, of
order (kB To FIEF (where EF is the Fermi energy of the conduction
electrons in the normal metal). Typically EL .. i eV and kB To ..
10-3 eV. Only a fraction kBTo/EF ("'10-3) of the metallc electrons

have their energy signiicantly modifed by thl condensation process.
i

1
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The London Equation i .
We now extend our energy considerations to ~ituationswhere there

are supercurrents Js (r) and associated magmiUc fields h(r) in the
Isample.1 We see that in the limit where all fields, currents, and so

on, are weak and have a slow variation in spacelthe condition of min-
imum free energy leads to a simple relation between fields and cur-
rents (F. andH. London, 1935). I

We consider a pure metal with a parabolic conduction band; the
Ielectrons have an effective mass m. The free energy now has the fol-lowing form: I

6' = J Fs dr + Ekin + Emag : (1-1)
Iwhere F s is the energy of the electrons in the crndensed state at rest

and Ekin is the kinetic energy associated with th¡ permanent currents.

Let us call v(r) the drnt velocity of the electrons at point r. It is re-

lated to the current density Js by I
i
,ns ev(r) = Js (r) I (1-2)
i
i

I

(where e is the electron charge, and ns the number of superconduct-

ing electrons per cm3). Then we have simply i
!

E = Jdr l.mv2nkin 2 s (1-3)

C

(per atom)

I

(a)

F
(per atom)

2
(kB T~ t

EF,

To T Ithe integral being extended over the sample volume. Equation (1-3)
would be exact for situations of uniform flow (Vl= const). It remains
approximately correct for our present problem, provided that v(r) is
a slowly varyingfunction of r. (We return to this limitation later.)

iFinally, Emag is the energy associated with the magnetic field h(r). f h2 IE = -dr Imag an. i
i

(1-4)

(b)

Figure 1-1

(a) The electronic specifc heat C of a superconductor Un

zero magnetic field) as a function of temperature (qualita-
tive plot). Above To (in the normal phase) C(per atom) ..
ltB T fEF where EF is the Fermi energy. At the transiton

point To, C has a discontinuity. At T "" To, C is roughly

exponential C .. exp(-1.76 TotT).

(b) Free energy of the superconducting phase (F s) and of

the normal phase (F n) versus temperature. The two curves
meet (with the same slope) at the trnnsiUon point T = T..

At T = 0 the diference Fn - Fs is of order (kBTo)2/EF

per atom.

The field is related to is by Maxw:ii's equation 

I4n .curl h = -j I (1-5)c s I
IWc usc b to denote a local field value. il wil be reserved for the therma-

idynamic field. i
I



using \.1-.,1, \1-'11, ana \1-\)1 we rewrlte tne energy E as

E = Eo + 8~ f(h2 + A~J curl h 12) dr

Eo = f F s dr (1-6)

where the length A L is defined by

A = r mc2 ) 112L 4irns e2 (1-7)

At T = 0, ns is equal to n, the total number of conduction electrons

per cubic centimeter. We can then compute "L explicity. In simple
metals such as AI, Sn, and so on, where m is close to the free elec-
tron mass, we find "L ,. 500Å. For transition metals and compounds

with narrow d bands, m is larger and AL is also larger (up to 2000Å).

We wish to mbiimize the free energy (1-6) with respect to the field
distribution h(r). If h(r) changes by öh(r), E changes by öE

6E = 4~ flh.6h + At curl h.curllih) dr

= 4~ flh + "t curl curl h) .lih dr (1-8)

where we have integrated the second term by parts. The field con-
figuration, in the interior of the specimen, which minimizes the free
energy, must therefore satisfy the condition

h + "i. curl curl h = 0 (1-9)

Equation (1-9) was first proposed (with a slightly düferent notation)
by F. and H. London. When combined with the Maxwell equation (1-5),
it allows us to calculate the distribution of fields and currents.

Meissner Effect
. We now apply the London equation and discuss the penetration of a
magnetic field h into a superconductor. We choose the simplest ge-
ometry. The surface of the specimen is the xy plane, the region z c( 0
being empty (Fig. 1-2). The Iield h and the current Js depend only

\1'

i

I
i

)
,
,

i

'I

. 'j

l

hx

Isuperconduc1tor

Figure 1- 2 I
Field penetration in a superconductor. The field be-
comes negligibly small at distanc~s larger than a few.. i
penetration depths À. When the s~mple London equa-

tion (I-9) holds, the penetration fis exponential h =
ii exp(- z/ÀL)'

À

vacuum
z

on z. In addition to the relation (1-9), hand J are always related by
I sthe Maxwell equations I

curl h = 4irJs
c

div h = 0

(1-10)

(1-11)

Two cases are possible: i
(1) h is parallel to z. Then (1-11) reduces to 8h/Sz = 0 and h is

spatially constant. Therefore curl h = 0 land Js = 0 from Eq. (1-10).

Inserting this into Eq. (1-11) we find h "1 O. Therefore it is not pos-
sible to have a field normal to the surfage of the specimen.

(2) h is tangential (and directed along the x axis). Then Eq. (1-11)
is automatically satisfied. From Eq. (1110) Js is directed along the
y axis:

dh _ 41r's
dz - -e

Finally, from Eq. (1-9),

.,

(1-12)



dj s nel-=-hdz mc (1-13)

d2 h _ h

dz2 - iTL

mc2
~t :: 41Tne2 (1-14)

The flolution that remains finite in the superconductor is exponentiallydecreasing, . "
h(z) :: h(O) exp(-z/AL) (1-15)

The field h penetrates only to a depth AL inside the sample. This re-
sult, established here for a semiinfinite slab, is easily generalized to a

macroscopic specimen.of arbitrary shape; As we have seen, the "pen-
etration depth" AL is small. Therefore, in all cases, a weak magnetic

field practically does not penetrate at all into a macroscopic speci-
men.2 'the lines of force are excluded as shown on Fig. 1-3.

The superconductor finds an equilbrium state where the sum of ki-
netic and magnetic energies is minimum, and this state, for macro-
scopic samples, corresponds to the expulsion of magnetic flux.

Experimentally, the expulsion of lines of force was shown by Meiss-
ner and Ochsenfeld in 1933. The Meissner result was particularly im-
portant in proving that a true equilbrium state was achieved.

Three remarks concerning the above derivation:
(1) Assuming the existence of permanent currents plus thermody-

namic equilibrium, we are led to the diamagnetic properties. It is

more usual to go the other way round: Taking the Meissner effect as
a starting point, conclude that there exist permanent currents. I chose
the first way because I wanted to show you the diferent contributions
to the energy in a superconductor (Eq. 1-6). This list of energies wil
be useful later (Chapter 3).

(2) We obtained Eq. (1-9) from a minimum condition on the free
energy ff. This is the correct thermodynamic potential when the ex-
ternal field sources are permanent magnets. When the source is a 

coil,
with a fixed current I, the correct potential is not ff but a different
function S (the "Gibbs potential"). Fortunately, both potentials can be

shown to lead to the same local equilbrium condition in the sample.
(See Chapter 2 for a discussion of lJ and g.)

(3) Note that the above calculation is valid only for weak applied
fields. In higher fields it may become energetically more favorable

210 higher field difei'ent catastrophes may occur.

. ,

.../

i

FllUe 1-3 I
Distortion of the magnetic lines pf force around
a macroscopic superconductor ("'macroscopic"
means dimensions much larger than the pene-
tration depth). If the fields are not too strong,

the superconductor expels the lines completely
(Meissner effect). I

i

i

to destroy superconductivity in some parts of the sample and to allow

the flux lines to p.enetrate. This wil be conJ1idered in detail in Chap-

ters 2 and 3.

1-3 ABSENCE OF LOW ENERGY EXCITATIONS
I

Let us begin by considering a free electro~ gas without interactions.
The ground state is obtained by placing an electron into each individual

i
momentum state p, of energy pll/2m, until ,the Fermi energy EF ::

I

Pt/2m is reached. Above the Fermi ener'1 EF, all the levels are
empty. (The conditon p :: PF defines the Ftrmi sphere, in momen-
tum space.) In order to construct an excited state of the gas, it suf-
fices to take an electron of momentum p froml an initally occupied state
(p ~ PF) and to place it into a state P' initilly empty (p' ~ PF) (Fig.

1-4). The excitation energy of this electron-I¡ole pair is
_ p' 2 _ p2 ::

Epp' - ~ - 0 (1-16)



electron

excttatiion

I

excitation
i

I
i

(liw ;, 26)

(a)

Figue 1-4
An excited state of the electron gas in a normal metal.
One. electron has been taken from a state of momen-
tum p inside the Fermi sphere, to a state of momen-
tum p' outside the Fermi sphere. The excitation en-
ergy(p'2 - p2 )/2m Is very low if p and p' are close
to the Fermi momentum. PF = likF.

- excitatil (liw .: 26)
I

excitation

(b)

f both p and p' are close to the Fermi momentum, Epp' is very
:mall; in a free electron gas there are numerous low energy excita-
ions. In a normal metal, this free electron picture is not qualiatively
nodied. The low energy excitations are displayed by the following
~xperiments:
a) The specifc heat is relatively large and proportional to T (of order
tB .(~ T/EF) per electron).

b) Strong dissipative effects appear when the electrons are submitted
:0 low frequency external perturbations (electromagnetic waves, ultra-
9onicwaves, nuclear spin precession, and so on).

In most superconductors, the situation is completely diferent. The
mergy E i necessary to create a pair of excitations is no longer

pp
riven by Eq. (1-16). It is necessary to at least furnish a certain "pair-
lng energy" 2£1:

Figure 1-6

Typical dissipative processes in a supercon-
ductor. Fig. I-Sa shows the creation lo(apair
of excitations by one photon. This ¡process

can occur only if liw ;) 26. Fig. 1-5b shows

the absorption of the photon by a pr+xiSting
excitation. This process can occur 

I even ifliw .: 26, but it is weak at low temperatures,
where there are very few thermall excita-
tions. Similar processes are obtained by re-
placing "photon" by "phonon" in ~-Sa and

l-Sb.

Epp' æ: 2A (1-17)

I
Note that 26 is the energy needed to create two excitations. The

energy per excitation is £1. I
Various experiments measure A. Here are some of them:

(a) The low temperature specifc heat is now èxponential and propor-
tional to exp( - A!kB T). I
(b) Absorption of electromagnetic energy. F9r 1iw æ: 2A a photon of
frequency w can create an electron-hole pai~. (This corresponds to

photons in the far infrared; typical wavelengths are in the lmm range(Fig.l-Sa).l. I
(c) Ultrasonic attenuation. Here the phonon is of low frequency and

i
cannot decay by creation of a pair of excitations. But it can be ab-

isorbed by collsion with a preexisting excitation (Fig. 1-5b). This
I
i
I

I
i
i
I
;

i

:toughly speaking,
)erature by 2A =

;Table 1-1).

this "gap" 2A is related to the transition tem-
3.5 kB To . Thus typically 2A is of order lOOK

"



Table 1-1

Values of the energy gap 2A (at 00 K) in · Ka

P A T

Zn 3.17
Cd 1.8
Hg 18.4 18.0
Al 6.01 4.4 4.2
In 13.6 11.9 11.9
Ga 4.03
Sn 13.0 12.9
Pb 28.7 30.9
V 18.0 18.5 18.0
Nb 27.4 37.4 35.0
Ta 15.7 16.1
La

,A
e

o

superconductor I I normal metal

-25Â -- ¡oxide layer
(a)

",
",

aFor a bibliography on energy gas ineas-

urements see D. H. Douglas, Jr., and L. M.
Falicov, Loic' Temperature Physics. VoL. IV,

edited by C. G. Gorter (Amsterdam: North
Holland Publishing Co., 1964). The experh.
ments are classifed as follows: P photon

absorption (miCrowave or far infrared pho.:
tons); A ultrasonic attenuation; T tunnel-

ing~ The ultrasonic experiments are often
performed in single crystals, in which case,
2A depends slightly on the direction of the
sound wave.

normal state

\///"
",

",
",

",
",

",",

supérconducting state

I

,.: it:-'-.
Ale
(b)

F'eue 1-6
I

A tunneling junction betw~. .. norFal metal and a

superconductor. (a) Shows the .geo. ~etrY. (b) Shows
the current-voltage characterisU when s is su-
perconducting (T c:c: To) and also when s is nor-
mal (T ;. To)' Typically for a j netion 1 mm)(
1 mm the resistance V II when th metals are
normal may range from 10-2 to liol ohms. When
T c:c: To, to extract one electron ~rom the super-
conducting condensate requires a minimum energy

I... Ess_ally no currs.t nnwa ur eV · ...

conductivlty"-certain metals or alloys, in a suitable range of field, are su-
perconducting only in a thin sheath (typically iooO!&) near the sample surface.
Excitations from the inner (normal) regions can iJak up to the surface-therei

is no gap in the energy spectrum. (This has been c~ecked recently by tunneling
experiments.) However the sheath is supercondJctingl There are other ex-
amples, some of which we shall discuss later. I

V

process is proportional to the number of preexisting excitations, thus
to e:x( - å/kB T).

(d) Tunnel effect. A superconductor S and a normal metal N are sep-
arated by a thin insulating barrier (typical thickness 25 À) (Fig. 1-6a).

The quantum mechanical tunnel effect allows individual electrons to
pass through the barrier. The electron must have been excited from

the condensed phase, and this requlres an energy å. There is no ~ur-

rent at low temperatures unless we apply a voltage V across the junc-
tion such that the energy gain eV is larger than å. The current volt-
age characteristic has the form shown in Fig. 1-6b.

Que.UOD: Is the existence of an energy gap a necessary condition for the
existence of permanent current (superfluidity)? The answer is no. A num-

ber of SituatiODS have been found where superfluidlty occurs with no gap in the

one particle excitation spectrum. The simplest example is "surface super-



-4 TWO KINDS OF SUPERCONDUCTORS

Ê.EF - t: .c 2m .c EF + t:
(1-18)

I
compounds the transition temperature To abojve which superconduc--

tivity disappears is found to be high (18CK in Nb3Sn). As we wil see
later, t: is roughly proportional to To and is Itherefore larger. For

all these reasons ~o is very small (~50Å). Therefore for this class
of materials Eq. (1-9) is well applicable in weJk fields. We call these
second kind (Type II) or London superconductols.

In order to complete this discussion, it is nécessary to mention the
case of super conducting alloys, for which the: coherence length and
penetration depth are modified by mean free path effects, which we
will discuss later. Qualitatively, ü the meanf~ee path due to disorder
in the structure is short, the coherence lengthi becomes smaller than
liVlJ/1Tt: and AL is increased with respect to Eq. (1-7). Therefore it

frequently occurs that the addition of impUritie~ into a Pippard super-
conductor transforms it into a London supercoJductor.

The distinctìon here between the two classe~ is crucial for all ex-
periments made in the presence of external fi~lds. Historically, dur-
ing a period of 20 years after the discovery òf the Meissner effect,
experiments were mainly carried out in first ¡kind superconductors.
The detailed study of second kind superconductors is much more re-
cent. Paradoxically, the theory has followed th1b inverse order. Equa-

tion (1-9) was introduced by the London brothers in 1935, but the nec-
i. essary modifications for first type superconductors was only proposed

by Pippard in 1953. We now study in detail the ¡Imagnetic properties ofthe two types. .

Our derivation of the London equation (1-9) assumes 
a slow varia-)ß in space of vCr) or of the supercurrent j (r). What do we mean

sthe word "slow"? In the condensed state, the velocites of two elec-
:)ßS (1) and (2) are correlated if the distance between them RI2 is
ialler than a certain range. For pure metals, the correlation length
called ~o' Our derivation applies when vCr) has a negligible vari-
ion over distances .. (0' To estimate (0 we notice that the important
main in momentum space is defined by

iere EF is the Fermi leveL. The thiclmess of the shell in p space

fined by Eq. (1-18) is ôp ~ (2t:/vF) (where vF = PF/m is the ve-
:ity at the Fermi level; we have made use of the fact that t: .(.( E F

all cases). A wave packet forined of plane waves whose momentum
; an uncertainty lip has a minimum spatial extent ôx - (Ji/ôp). This
Lds us to take

livF
~o = 1T' (1-19)

~e factor I/Tr is arbitrary but wil become convenient later.) The
igth ~o defined by Eq. (1-19) is called the coherence length of the
!)erconductor.
Equations (1-15) and .(-13.) show that h, j , or v vary on a scale

s
. Thus our derivation of the London equation holds only if AL ~ (0'

(1) In simple (nontransition) metals as we havé seen, AL is small

300Å). The Fermi velocity vF is large (vF 5 108 em/see) and ac-

~ding to Eq. (1-19) (0 is also large ((0 ~ 104 K for aluminum). Thus

. these metals the London equation does not apply. In fact, they do
ubit the Meissner effect, but in order toca1culate the penetration
)th it is necessary to replace Eq. (1-9) by a somewhat more com-
cated relation, the form of which has béen suggested by Pippard.
call these first kind (Type I) or PippaI'd superconductors and dis-

is them in Chapter 2.
(2) For transition metals and intermetallccompounds of the type
ISn, V,Ga, the effective mass is very large, AL is large (..2000Å)
I the Fermi velocity is .small (- 10" em/see). Also, in these
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3
MAGNETIC .PROPERTIES

OF SECOND KIND
SUPERCONDUCTORS

:-1 MAGNETIZATION CURVES OF A LONG CYLINDER

Type n superconductors are characterized by the following macro-
copic properties:

(1) A cylinder placed in a longitudinal field H does not exhibit a
:perfect" total flux expulsion (Meissner effect), except for weak field
I " Hc1.1

If one calculates the critical field Hc defined by the difference in

~ee energies between the normal and super conducting states in zero
.eld:

HZcF n - F s = 8'/ (3-1 )

De finds that HC1 is clearly smaller than Hc' For example, for the

ompound V 3 Ga, caloric measurements in zero field (giving F n - F s )

idicate (Hc)T = 0 !: 6000 G, and magnetic measurements give

~C1 )T= 0 Ot 200 G.

(2) For H :; HC1' lines of force penetrate the cylinder, but even

1The notation HC1 for the first penetration field has been recommended by

ie partìcipants of the Colgate Conference on Superconductivity (1963).
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at thermal equilibrium this penetration is nol complete. The flux cb

passing through the cylinder remains less than 
I 

its value when the sam-
ple is in the normal state. This implies the existence of permanent
currents in the specimen, which is thus still! superconducting. This
situation exists for fields Hc :: H :: H . Hc is larger than H and isi C2 2 i c
sometimes very large -for V 3 Ga (HC2 )T = 0 'I 300,000 G.

(3) For H ) Hc a macroscopic sample döes not show any expul-2 I
sion of flux B == H. However superconductivity is not completely de-
stroyed. In an interval Hc .( H 0( Hc ther~ remains on the surface:i 3 i
of the cylinder a superconducting sheath (of typical thickness 103 Å).
(In most cases Hc "" 1.69Hc .) The existen~e of this sheath can be3 - 2 i
shown, for instance, by measuring the resistance between two probes
on the sample surface. It is found that for lo~ measuring currents the
resistance vanishes. Physically the sheath has the following origin:i

It is easier to nucleate a small superconducting region near the sam-
ple surface - just as it is easier to grow bubbles on the bottom of a
glass of beer than to grow them from an arbitrary point in the beer.
(A somewhat more sophisticated version of t~is argument will be dis-
cussed in Chapter 5.) i

The variation with temperature of the fiel1s Hci' Hc2' HC3 is rep-
i

resented in Fig. 3-1. We now focus our attention on the region Hci .( H 0(
i

Hc where partial flux penetration occurs. The existence of this re-
gi:n of the (H. T) plane was clearly shown fclr the first time in earlyi

experiments on alloys by Schubnikov (1937). We call it the Schubnikov
phase, or sometimes the vortex state. (The Ilatter name comes from
the microscopic picture to be derived in Sec!tion 3-2.)

The partial flux penetration in the Schubnikov phase can be describedi

in terms of a diagram B(H); the aspect of this diagram is shown in
Fig.' 3-2. Sometimes, instead of the inductio~ B, the experimentalists
prefer to plot the "magnetization" M define~ by

i
I

M=B-H
4'/

(3- 2)

i

i

I

The M(H) curve is shown in Fig. 3-3. I

(In practice the observation of these cutves is often complicated
by difficulties in attaining equilbrium; fori example, structural de-i

fects oppose the displacement of the lines pf force.)
In Fig. 3-3 the dashed line represents the I 

magnetization curve found

for a first kind superconductor with the same Hc' These two curves .
I

are related by a remarkable property-thé areas they subtend are
Iequal. .
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and we conclude that the area subtended by the curve of Fig.. 3-3 depends only
on Hc' From the equilibrium magnetization curves, one can therefore deter-
mine Hc and the condensation energy.

We now discuss the transition occurring when the applied field H
becomes equal to one of the limiting values Hci or Hca' Consider first
the transition at Hca' Experimentally this is a second-order transi-
tion in all cases studied up to now.

(1) Magnetization measurements show that the B(H) curve is Con-
tinuous at H = HC2'

(2) In the few cases (V3Ga) where thermal measurements have
been performed, it appears that there is no latent heat for the trans-
formation, but only a discontinuity in the specific heat.

It is possible to relate this discontinuity to the magnetization curves
by a purely thermodynamic analysis (Goodman, 1962). Let i and j be

the two phases of interest (for the case at hand i would represent the
Schubnikov phase and j the phase with B == H; where the bulk of the
sample is normal)

BiH
Gi = F i (T, B¡) - 41 (3-11)

-41rM

,,/
A' '"

",'"
",'1

",'" I
A '" I",'" I

I

I

I

I

I

B""
H

C2
HH

Cl
H

C

Figue 3-3
The reversible magnetization curve of a long cylinder
of Type I (dotted line) or Type II (solid line) super-
conductor. If the two materials have the same ther-

modynamic field Hc' the areas OAB and OA' B' are
equal.
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Is the Gibbs function per ems of the ith phase. The relation between
the field H and the induction B in this phase! is obtained by minimiz-
ing G for fixed Hand T Ia H .- Fi(T B.) = - i (3-12)a B. ' i 41T :i i

I

thé entropy Si is deduced from the relationsl
I

:l:
I!

i
j

¡

I
i

When the field satisfies a certain condition I H = H*(T), there is an
equilbrium between the phases I and j (i.e., for the present case
H* = Rea)' On this curve, one has i

I
iG¡ · Gj I (3~¡4)

Suppose that there is no latent heat associated with thè transforma-
tion. Then, along the curve H = H*(T), the two phases have the sameentropy i

¡
iSI = S. iJ I
I

We first show that this excludes any discontinuity in B at the transi-

tion. To show this, we calculate the variati6n of Fi when one moves
i

along the equilbrium curve (dH = (dH*ld-r) dTl
!

Si = -(aai) H = - aa:i (3-13)

(3-15)

~

~

. j

dFi aFi aFi dBi-=-+--
dT aT aBi dT

i
i
I

From this equation and using (3-12) and (3:-13), we obtain the varia-
tion of G along the equilbrium curve i

I

(3-16)

dGI Bi dH*
dT = -Si - 411 dT

(3-17)

"
"

i
i

I

Along the equilibrium curve we have constantly Gi = Gj' therefore

dGildT = dGj ldT; if also Si = Sj we neckssarilY have Bi = Bj; B, i
is continuous at the transition. !

i

We now calculate the specifc heat in canstant field
I
i

!
i
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complete
Meissner effect
B = 0

To T
Figure 3-1

Phase diagram for a long cylinder of a Type II super-
conductor.

Proof: Let Gs be the Gibbs function per unit volume for the superconduct-

ing stale

Gs = F s (B) - BH4'l

Gs is :i minimum for fixed H, that is, at equilibrium

(ÒGs) = 0òB H

Let Gn be the Gibbs function for the normal state

G = Fn n
B2 BH+---
!l'l 4'l

(:J-:n

(:J-4)

(3-5)

At thermodynamic equilbrium in the normal phase (aGn/8B)H = 0; therefore,
B = Hand

H2
Gn = F n - &;

Let the field vary from H to H + 6H. From (3-3) and (3-4)

(3-6)

'(~ 1f... __ . 1l-i
B

i

I

i

I

I

i
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Figure 3-2 i
The induction (or flux/cm2) in the cylindei- as a func-
tion of the applied field H. The full cuk-e applies

i
for a Type II superconductor, the dotted curve for aType I. !

i
i
I
i
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I
i
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i
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aGs _ _ A-

aH - 4'l (3-7)

and from (3-6)

aGn _ _ ..

aH - 4'l (3-8)

J! (G _ B - H
aH n Gs) = - = M4'l

(3- 9)

We now integrate this relation between H = 0 and Hi = HC2' At H = HC2' theI

two phases are in equilbrium and Gn = Gs' For H =~. B = 0 we have Gn = F n'

Gs = F s. and by definition i
Ht

(Fn - Fs)B=O = a;

The result is therefore

-Ht
1 Het MdH = s;o

(3-10)
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(asi)
Ci = T aT H (3-18)

e can transform the second factor by calculating the total derivative
. the entropy along the equilbrium curve

dSi

dT
(aSi) + (asi) dH*

\aT H aH T dT
(3-19)

rom (3-15), dSi/dT = dSj!dT along the equilbrium curve and

dH*r(aSi)" _(3))Cj - Ci = T dT L aH T aH T (3-20)

re transform (aSi/aH)T by using (3-13) and (3-12)

(as.)" (as.)"" (aB.) aZF. (aB.). a~ T = 8B: TaH1T = - a BiaIT aHI T

= _ -l aH(B1 T) (aB1)
411 aT 8H T (3-21)

iinally, we write the variation of H* with respect to T in the form

dH* = (aH) +( aH) dB
dT aT Bi aBi T dT

(3- 22)

~here dB/dT = dBi/dT = dB/dT represents the variation of B along
he equilbrium curve. On inserting (aH/aT)B from (3-22) into (3-21)
I'e find

(a8i) 1 dH* (aBi) 1 dBaH T = - 411 dT . aH T + 411 dT
(3-23)

T I~H*)Z r (8B.) (aBi))Cj - C1 = 4ir \dT L -a. T - aH T (3-24)

Therefore, ü one knows H*(T) and the pernieabilties (aBi/aH)T for

;.~:",,".

." SECOND KIND SUPERC6~ñuCTORgi
;",

l

I
!t
r.

~

.~

I

each of the phases, one can predict the discontinuity in the specüic
heat. For the transition (i - j) we have afi~te permèabilty ()- 1)
in the vortex state (i) from Fig. 3-2 and a permeabilty equal to 1 in "
the normal state (j. Therefore C1)- Cj. At t~is time all the neces-
sary information is not available to compare ~3-24) to experiment.
However, for V3Ga, Ci - Cj and dHcz/dT are known and if one makes

a reasonable extrapolation for a B/a H in orderl to predict its value at
Hcz one finds an agreement to within about iOUr¡ from magnetic and
calorimetric measurements. A similar analykis can be carried out
in principle for the transition at H = Hci. HJre, however, the per-
meabilty (BB/aH)H= H in the Schubnikov phJse is probably infinite,ci I
as shown by the theoretical calculations of Section 3-2. From (3-24)
this leads to an infinite peak in the specifc he~t at the transition. Thei

singularity is, in fact, weak and easily masked by hysteresis effects.
It has been observed recently (on Ninbium) bYI the Rutgers group.

3-2 VORTEX STATE: MICROSCOPIC DESCRIPTION

Negative Surface Energy

We have previously seen that in a London ~E .( A) superconductor
the surface tension of a wall separating norrral and super 

conducting
i

regions becomes negative. Under these conditions, we guess that in
the presence of a field a state is created whe~e the Nand S regions
are finely divided and where the wall energy gives an important con-
tribution to the thermodynamic potential. Th'is situation is very du-
ferent from that encountered for a Pippard sJperconductor where the
walls are less numerous and where their enJrgy can be neglected in
a macroscopic treatment. I

Consider, for example, the limit where B is small (that is, few lines
of force penetrate the specimen and only a srlall fraction of the sam-
ple is normal). There are essentially two p6ssibilties to maximize
the surface to volume ratio for the N regiohs:

We can form lamina of very small thickness (2: E) or fiaments of
small diameter ("" E). In the case of A )-)- ~,I theoretical calculations
show that the second solution is lowest in enèrgy.z We therefore find
fiaments. They are represented in Fig. 3-4a. ./.

Each filament ~as a hard core of radius ~I w~ere the superc~nduct-

ing electron density nsfalls as is shown in Fig. 3-4c. The hnes of

force are not confined to the hard core; thel field is maximum at the
center of the fiament but extends a distance A (Fig. 3-4b). Annular

~
¡.

,.,

2See problem, page 71.
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Figure 3-4

Structure of one vortex line in a Type II su-
percondûctor. The magnetic field is maxi-
mum near the center of the line. Going out-
wards, h decreases because of the screening
in an "electromagnetîc region" of radius -A
(the penetration depth) (Fig. 3-4b). On the
other hand, the number of superconducting

electrons per cm3 ns is reduced only in a
small "core region" of radius ~ (Fig. 3-4c).

r

Ie)

r

-currents j encircle the fiament and screen out the field for r ;; A.
For r ;; ~, that is, in most of the region of interest, the currents and

fields can be simply calculated by London's equations. It wil be shown
that the radius and exact form of the hard core only appear in the

argument of a logarithm; therefore it wil not be necessary to know

them accurately. In the limit ~ oeo( A we shall, in fact, see that the
properties of a filament are very easy to calculate.

What is the flux cl = fhdCT carried by a fiament?

'--""KCUNUKTNU ::Ul-l!dtl,ulQ'nui- 1 vR~ ¡.i _

Experiment and theory show us that if a b~lk superconducting an'-
nulus surrounds some lines of force the endosed flux can only takeon discrete values I

cp = kcpo (k is an integer) I
(3-25)

ch
C/o = 2e = 2 x 10-7 G cm2

1
"I

i
J.

1

The explanation of this effect wil be given at the end of Chapter 4. The
same result applies here. In order to attain Ule state of maximum sub-
division, each filament carries one quantum lof flux C/o. This condi-
tion fixe. s the field scale in Fig. 3-4b, and the I¡structure of the filament
is completely defined.

Such a quantized filament, formed of a very thin hard core sur-

rounded by. currents rotating about the axis, lis very analagous to the
vortex lines found in superfluid He4 when the helium container is ro-
tated. The only important difference is that the helium atoms are not
charged, making e = 0 in Eq. (1-13). We slee that the penetration
depth A in He4 is infinite and the particle cJrrents j, instead of de-

creasing exponentially for r )- A, decrease: very slowly (as in l/r)

far from the filament. Historically, vortex lines were first discussed
for the He4 problem by Onsager and Feynm:'n; the generalization to
superconductivity is due to Abrikosov (1956).1 When the superconduct-
ing metal contains a finite density of these lines, we say that it is in
the vortex state.

:i

Properties of One Isolated Vortex Line

We now study in detail the structure of ode vortex line in the limit
A ))- ~. The "hard core" of radius ~ is ver~ small and we shall, for
the moment, neglect completely its contribution to the energy.

Then the line energy is given by the for muil la

" = !¡r, ii dr ~ lb' + .' (curl b)' J I (3-26)

Equation (3-26) has been derived in Chapter 1 (assuming A)-)- ~).
i

For a pure superconductor, the penetration depth A has theLondon value I
i

I

i,

L 2 1.112
A L =4::: e2 .. (3-27)
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'or a super conducting alloy, with A ?? ~, Eq. (3-26) stil applies,

ut with a modified (larger) value of À. as explained in Chapter 2 (see

:i~ discussion after Eq. 2-20). In Eq. (3-26) the integration is car-
ied out in all space outside of the "hard core" (1')- ~). We also
hoose to compute the energy per unit length of line; the resulting en-
rgy per cm ~ is called the line tension. Demanding that ~ be a min-
:num leads as usual to the London equation

h + A 2 curl curl h = 0 I i' I )- ~ (3- 28)

:i the interior of the hard core Eq. (3-28) must be replaced by some-
Iting more complicated. But, since the hard core has a very small
adius, we can try to replace the corresponding singularity, simply
y a two-dimensional delta function ô2 (1'), and write

h + A2 curl curl h = cfoô2(r) (3- 29)

,here cfo is a vector along the line direction. We now show that the
trength CPo in (3-29) represents the total flux carried by the line.

Integrate (3-29) over the interior surface of a circle C of radius i'
'ncircling the axis of the cylinder and use th_e curl formula:

Ih.de¡ + A2 p curl h'd! = dJo (3'-30)

r the circle has a radius i' ?? À. the currents j(r) = c/4;¡ curl hare
egligible and the line integral along the perimeter of the circle van-
shes. Thus the total flux carried by the fìlament has the value ¡Po.

We now pass on to the explicit solution of (3-30) to which is added
he Maxwell equation

div h = 0 (3-31)

lhe field h is directed along the z axis: the current Iines are circles

,n the xy plane. It is easy to predict the value of curlh. that is, the

:urrent, in the region ~ " r .(-l À. In fact. if we reconsider (3-30)

~'ith a circle C whose radius is in this domain. the term Jh. dr is
iegligible (orily a fraction r2/À 2 of the flux ó" passes through the
:ircle C) and we have

À 2 21õ I curl hi = Óo (3-32)

ind

I curl hi = ~ !
21TA 2 i'

(~ 0( i' ,.: À) (3-33)
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Since h is directed along the z axis, we have I curl hI = -dh/dr and
upon integrating this relation ii

I
I

h = ~~, lin(~) + constl (!" r "f ,) (3-341
i

In order to derive the constant of integration ib (3-34), it is necessary
to write the complete solution to (3-30) and (3132), which is

h = ~ K(!.) I (3-35)21TÀ2 0 À. i
I
i

where Ko is the zero-order Bessel function of an imaginary argument
defined as in Morse and Feshbach.3 The impÓrtant properties of this
solution are the asymptotic form (3-34) for !r ,-l À (it is found that
the constant vanishes) and the asymptotic fdrm for large distances

~;.

h = ji ~ e-r/A (i' )0)0 À)21TÀ2 \I ir i
I

Once the fields are determined, it is easy tol calculate the energy J.
On integrating the second term in (3-28) by parts,i

I

I
i
i

where the integral f de¡ is to be taken over thJ surface of the hard core
(cylinder of radius - ~). It is convenient to calculate 3 per cm of lengthalong the fiament. Then i

(3-36)

l
~
~

t
~

A2 I
J = - de¡' h x curl h

81T

(3-37)

À2
3 = 8ir 2ir ;h(;) I curl h (;) I (3-38)

i

I

which is, from (3-34) and (3-33), I

~ - = (.~)2 In(~). I4irÀ; I
DISCUSSION OF THIS FORMULAI

(1) ~ only depends upon; logarithmically.
(2) 3 is a quadratic function of the flux. I Upon going to a situation

where the flux is 2cpo, it is preferable to have two filaments of flux
CPo (total energy 2::) than a fiament of double flux (energy 4J). This

I ---
'Me/limls of Tlu'ol'clicCll Pliysics, (New York: l\1cGraw-Hil, 1953), Chap. 10, p. 1321.

I
i

I

j

(3-39)
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justifes the choice for CPo of the minimum flux value, that is, the quan-

tum of flux.
(3) It is possible to rewrite J at T = 0 in a rather different form

by using the relations

ch
CPo = 2e'

tivF
~ = ~o = 7T.6(0) (3-40)

and a relation (which wil be proven by the microscopic theory) be-
tween the condensation energy and the energy gap .6(0):

H2
C

81 = l N(0).62 (0) (3-41)

where N(O) = m2vj27T2tí3 is the density of states (for one direction
of spin) at the Fermi energy in the normal state per unit energy and
per cm3. Upon ì"egrouping these formulas, we obtain

H2 À7T3 -. ~2 In _J=T87T ~ (T = 0) (3'-42)

This formula is interesting for the follOWing reason:

Until now we have neglected the contribution of the hard core to the
line energy. In fact, superconductivity is more or less destroyed in
the hard core section and this takes an extra energy Jint,. (H~ /87Tn2.

Dimensionally from'(3-42) this energy is comparable to J. Numer-
ically, however, it is much smaller. A more detailed calculation gives
for the total energy

. J = (t~r (In ¡ + £) (A // ~) (3-43)

The numerical constant £ includes the effect or the hard core and
is of the order of 0.1.

Problem. Discuss the structure òf vorticés in a thin fim, the applied mag-
netic field being normal to the fim surface (J. Pearl, i 964).

Solution. Again there is. a "hard con'" of radius ~ (whkh we assume to be
small) surrounded by current rings. But since the currents are restricted tò
thi,thickness d of the film, their screerùng capacity is wcakand the "electro-
magnetic region" is more spread out than in a long vortex line.

II/side the film, we apply Eq. (3-29)

~/
,-

."
":,

.f.
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4'1À2
h + - curl j = tP062(r)Dz

c

where j is the current density and D is a unit veCtor normal to the fim. It

is convenient to use the vector potenti:l A rather tJan the field h = curl A. In

the London gauge, we find

A + 4"À2 j = '"
c

where ~r = ~z = 0 and ~8 = tPo/2'1r.
Now average over the thickness d of the fim. Ifl d .... À, A and j are nearly

constant in the thicmess. Call J the total current JII = jd. Then

c 1
J = - - (+ - A)4'1 Àeff

A2Aeff = d

I.
I Now replace the fUm by a infinitesimally small current carrying sheet in the

plane z = 0, the current density being Jõ(z). This !wil be valid when d is much

smaller than the range of the electromagnetic regidn.i

In terms of the current sheet the equation valid for all space is

4'1 i I
curl curl A = curl h = - j = À 6(z)(+ -¡A)c eff

or (since curl curl A = -V2 A in the London gauge)

i i-V2A + A- 6(z) = ~- /s(z).. 'e I
This result was derived here from the London Eq. (:l- 29). In actual thin fims,

such asimpli' equation does not usually hold. But lit is stil correct to assume
a linear current response of the form J = (C/41rteff)(+ - A), where Aeff is
Borne unknown constant, which can be obtained from another experiment (Aeff. " I
is, in fad, the effective penetration depth in parallel fields, which could be mea-
sured 00 a hollow cyUnder made with the same fiinh.

f"~' '.1'. rh, eo",U" fo' A. lot,odoeo rh. rh'i-dim...i.o.i F..,Ie' In..

Aqk = J A(xyz) exp Uqxx + qy y + kz) dx d~ dz

lInd the two-dimensional transforms
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1Aq = 211 J dk Ak = J Aô(z) exp i(qxx + qyY) dx dy dz

Aq = J A(xy) exp i(qxx + qyY) dx dy = i-l nz xq

Then

_(q2 + k2)Aqk + ~Aq =~4-q
eff eff

Solve for Aqk and integrate over k:1 1 . 1 1Aq = -2 Jdk 2 + k2 (Aq - ~q)~ =~(Aq - 4-q)11 a "eff q "eff
1Aq = ~q ~q Àeff

From this, all required information can be extracted:
(a) The current has components

2qÀ rrJ = ~ (~ - A ) = ~ ~ e
q 4T.Àeff q q 41rÀerr q 1 + 2qÀeff

When q ;.;. À;:f' Jq is proportional to ~q . Thus at small distances r from

the center or thl: vortex

J(r) '" ~ ~(i')
41r Àerr

cqio

l)11~ \~rf r

,-IWhen q c:"- "dr

(~ c:c: r c:c: l-'f()J

J - C .q __ 2 in'¡1r\.rr qAef(~q = EÆ -2 x q21r q
J ~

'¡11~ 1'2
(r ;.;. Aeff)

Thi' size of till SCi'i'i'nin~ re~ion is \'ff' But pn'n lllyolll \'11. J de('i'e:isi's only

slowly with distani'i'.
(0) Thi' noi'mal fii'leI coiiponent hz in thi' fim is (krin'll from

hza iq" Aq
ø"

t 2qÀ"ff

Ii

,
lUS

I

i
i
!

I

i

I
iØo II

hz(r) - 4 ' (~ c: r c:c: Àeff)
-r"eff r

At large r we derive hz most easily from the curLent J- I
h = - 411Àeff .! .. (Jr) Iz c r dr I
2 Øo Àeff '___ i=1r r3 i

I

(c) The self-energy of the vortex is derived from Eq. (3-26); the requiredi

components of h and curl h at the core surface (~ c:c: Àeff) are quoted above.

The result is :
IÀeff 137 lic - Àefflog- =--log-- t 16 À tleff I

Typically Àeff - 1000Å and E - 30eV.

(d) The force between two vortices is IØo IF12 = ~ nz x J(H12) " I

Note that at long distances J - 11HZ and the repulsion energy decreases only
like I/H. This long range is due to the fact that inost of the interaction takesi

place not through the superconductor, but through the empty space above and~~. I
i
i

I

i
i

TWO VORTEX LINES :
Consider two parallel lines directed JIOng the z axis with po-

sìtons ri = (xl' Yi)' rz = (xzYz). The maknetic field distribution is
determined by the equations !i

I

h + " curl curl h = ~.L 6(r - r,) 16(r - r,)j (3-44)

which is the generalization of (3-29). The solution h is the superpo-
sition of the fields hi and hz due to the firments (1) and (2).

u,)

À-IWhen q .;.;. eff

tPo
hzq - 2qÀeff

...

~"

,~
"0

:~

Ø)2 1
E = (4; Àeff

-ii

'.

Interactions between Vortex lines
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h(r) = hi (r) + hz(r)

h ( ) - CPo (r - ri\i r - 21A z Ko A /
(3-45)

The energy of the system is stil written

- J hZ + AZ (curlh)2 dr = ~ Ih x curl h. dO'F - b b (3-46)

Here the integral I ci is to be taken over the surfaces of the two hard

cores (I r - ri I = ~); writing explicity the two contributions to h we
i

obtain

AZ
F = 87T I (dO'i + dO'2). (hi + hz) x (curl hi + curl h2) (3-47)

There are 8 terms that we regroup as follows: First the individual
energy of each filamentA2 J

87T L J dO'i. hi x curl hi + dO'z. hz x curl hzl = 2a

then the terms

I (hi + hz). (curl hi x dO'z + curl hz x dO'i)

. which tend toward 0 in the limit where ~ C:C: A because hi + hz and
curl hi are finite in the domain of integration I dO'2. There remains
an important contribution

AZUn = 87T I(hi X curlh2.cl2 +h2 X curlhl.dO'I) (3-48)

In effect, curl h2 is proportional to 1/ I r - rzl for I r - rz\ C:ò( A

from (3-33) and after integration one obtains a finite result as ~ - o.

If we set

hiz = hi(rz) = hz(ri)=2~~z Ko (ri ~ r2)

then using (3-33) we obtain

(3-49)

lPohl2UiZ=~ (3-50)

SE co~tß¡!'KTNfiuSlfERCUND U C TUK~ \)¡)

F" represents the ínler~elion energy (per em) l two fiaments. Tbs
is a repulsive energy which decreases as (l/.f) e -rl2/A at large

distances, and which diverges as In (I A/rnl!) at short distances.

A remark aboiit forces. Let us compute the force! fz experienced by line 2,
as due to the interaction Uiz !

I

I

i

I
i

Introduce now the current J = ns ev, which would exift, in the presence of line 1

alone, at the point xzYz' Then jy =-(C/411Hah12/aiz) by 
Maxell's equation

and we have I
i

fzx = ~ j = l hnv I. (3-52)c Y Y
I

When more than one line is acting on line 2, Eq. (3-52) remains valid provided
we interpret v as the total supernuid velocity at pofnt (X2 Yz ).I

i

Conclusion. A line is in static equilbrium whe~ the superfiuid velocity at
any point on the line is O. I

I

MAGNETIZATION CURVES i
We now form the Gibbs function, minimize! it, and deduce the den-

sity of vortices existing in the sample in ther¡mal equilbrium.
i
iBH 'G = nL a + ~ Ui. - - : (3-53).. J 47T iIJ I

The first. term represents the individual enei:gies of the lines, nL is
the number of lines per cmz, related to the iriduction B byi

,.

"" ahauiz _ _~-E
fzx = - axz - 411 axz

(3-51)

(3-54)B = nL lPo i. I
(This expresses the fact that each vortex cari:ies a flux iPo.) The sec-
ond term in (3-53) describes the repulsive interactions between vor-
tices; the explicit form of Uij is given by (31-49) and (3-50). Finally,

the last term gives the effect of the field H. and favors large values
of B. It plays the role of a pressure that tends to increase the densityof vortices. I

In order to numerically evaluate the inte~action term, it is useful
to distinguish several regions: ¡

(1) In the small induction region (nL i\ 2 " i), only the interactionI
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I

FIELDS SLIGHTLY LARGER THAN H

For finíte line densities (finite B's) we mJt t:~e into account the
interaction term in Eq. (3-53). To minimize!this repulsive energy,
the lines will take a regular arrangement. Detailed calculations basedi

on (3-53) show that, at all B's, the most favor~ble arrangement is tri-
angular, as shown on Fig. 3-5 (J. Matricon, 1964).

If H is only slightly larger than HCI' we car guess that the equilb-
rium density of lines n will be small, and thJs the distance between
neighboring lines d wil be large. If d )- À,! we may keep only the

nearest neighbor contributions to the interaction term in (3-53) and~~ i

etween nearest neighbor vortices is important and the sum LU.. con-
IJ

erges rapidly. .
(2) When B is larger (nLÀ2 ;;;; 1), the range À of the interaction

ecomes large compared to the spacing of the filament -lattice, and
ther methods are preferable to evaluate LUij.

(3) Finally, when nL becomes comparable to 1/ e. the hard cores
egin to overlap and the elementary methods used in this section are
o longer valid. But, qualitatively, we may guess that when the hard
ores do overlap, superconductivity is destroyed in the bulk. This cor-
esponds to inductions B "" CPo! ~2.

'HE FIRST PENETRATION FIELD Hci
At very low line densites (low B), the interaction term in Eq.. (3-52)

; small and we shall first neglect it completely. Then. using Eq. (3-53)

'e get

G ~ ~ (Hc i - H + t z 2;;2 Ko ( ~)) (3-58)

G~B(~-l!).
CPo 4ir (3-55 )

I

where z is the number of nearest neighbors o~ one line (z = 6 for the
triangular lattice), d is related to the induction B through the rela-ition I

i

I

B E 410 nL = ~ :~ (triangular lattic~) (3-59)

Equation (3-59) can be easily verifed on Figj 3-5. The function G(B)_

is represented in Fig. 3- 6. Since H ;: Hc, ' the linlliai slnpe (aG! a B) IF"

When H .ç 4ir J / CPo, G is an increasing function of B. The lowest G
s obtained for B = 0 (complete Meissner effect).

When H )- 4ir J / CPo, we can lower G by choosing B ;i O. There is
orne flux penetration.

We conclude that the- first penetration field is given by

_ 4ir:J _ CPo À
Hei - T - 4irÀ2 log t,0 ., (3-56)

Ici is often much smaller than the "thermodynamic" field Hc defined

'y (3-1). For T = 0, for example, on using (3-40) and (3-41), we find

HCI ir t (À)- = - 2. In - (3-57)Hc m À ~

vortex
cores

!

D~I. ()

o !O
i

DI 0
í

Figure 3-5 I
A lrian~ular lattice of vortcx lint..! (ani'!" Kleini'!",
Both, and Autler, P/¡ys. Rei'., 13~A, 1:!21i ll!J(i-ll.
The plane or the fi~ure is norma \ tii llll fidd di-
i'('clion. Th£' contours give thi' lini'!' or ('"nstnnt
ns. This fi~urc describes thi' s,tuatìon :,l high
fidds (nearly oVl'rlappin~ cores)~

~he result is therefore H ¡Hc.. UÀ and this may be much smallerCi

han 1. A measurement of Hci and Hc' in principle. allows a deter-
nination of ~ and À. For example, for V 3Ga, if at T = 0, Hc.. 6000 G
lId H .. 200 G. one finds from (3--56) that À - E .. 80 and then, from

Ci

3-56), À .. 2000Â and ~ .. 25Å. Thesé orders of magnitude are stil
'ather inaccurate because of currént uncertainties in a. and Hei. but

t is hoped that the situation win improve in the near future.
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is negative. As B increases. the interaction term begins to contribute
but rather slowly, since it is proportional to Ko(d/À). When d ? A we
may write, according to (3-36) ~

o 200 400 6DO 800 1000
I H(Oe)

Figure 3-7

Experimental magnetization of a molybdenum-~henium alloy at T = 0.52To
(after Joiner and Blaugher, R('. Mod. PiiI's., 36, 67 (1964). Also shown are

two theoretical magnetization curves (afte~ B. B. Goodman). The broken curve
is for a laminar model, the continuous one for v¿rtex lines.

a very large slope (aM/aH)H=H ; this isnot very surprising since_ Ci I
in the region of interest the interactions between lines are very weak
and the lines can easily be pinned by struc~ural defects. However, as
we depart from Hc by more than lC1o, we get good agreement betweeni I
theory and experiment. I

A similar theoretical curve can be drawn for another model where
the flux-carrying units are not vortex linés, but laminas (see prob-
lem, p. 71). If the distance between lamina!s is d. we a¡iain find a re-

i

pulsion between units proportional to e-dr~. However, in this case,

the induction B is proportional to d-i, while in the line case it is pro-
portional to d-2 as shown by Eq. (3-59). Tiius the fall of M(H) for H?
HC1 is more rapid in the laminar model th~n in the vortex line modeL.

The two theoretical curves are compared ion Fig. 3-7; it is apparent
that the vortex line gives a better fit, a~ emphasized by Goodman.1 . 1 IDOMAIN ~,-( nL ,c: ~2 I

In this region the vortices form a rather dense lattice and the in-
teradions extend to distant neighbors. ThJ interaction energy can theni

be calculated by the following method: The field h(1') directed along
the z axis is the solution of

Figure 3-6

The thermodynamic potential S as a function of the in-
duction B (B = nL Øo measures the number of vortices
per cm2nL). The equilbrium value of B (Be(H)Jcor-
responds to the minimum of S.

Ko (~) - exp (-~) = exp (-1.07 ~) (3-60)

Thus the interaction term is exponentially small at small B's. At larger
B's however. it dominates the over-all behavior and G(a) .increases.
There is a minimum of G for some value B = a(H). B(H) is the in-
duction found at equilbrium in the field H. The theoretical B(H) or

M(H) has been computed along these lines by Goodman and is shown
on Fig. 3-7. together with experimental results on a particularly good

MoRe alloy.
The following points must be noticed:
The theoretical curve has an infinite slope (cil\ijô H)H=H = GO at

Cl

the first penetration field. Physically. this reflects the fact that the

lines repel each other like e -d/À. that is. we may think of their in-
teraction as having a finite range Â. At field slii;htly larger than Hci
it is thus possible to form many lines in the sample without competing
against the interaction eneriw. The experimental curve does not show
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h + X2 curl curl h CPo E ô2(r - ri)

(3-61)
div h = 0

where ri = (xi' Yi) denotes the position of the ith vortex. The points
l'i form a two-dimensional periodic lattice. We define the Fourier
transform hJ by

hJ = nL fceii h(x¡, Yi) expli(Jxx + Jy y)) dx dy

Since h(xi' Yi) is periodic, h J is nonvanishing only when J is a re-

ciprocallattice vector. From (3-61),

hJ = nVpo
iI

(3- 62)

Finally the free energy becomes

lr = .. l(h2 + A2 cur12 h) dr
8ir

_ 1"
- 8ir L. hj(l -+ A2J2) =J

B2
8ir

1

i
i

I

1

1 + -A2J2I:
J

B2 B2 ~ 1
= 8ir + 8ir L. i+A2J2

J*O
(3-63)

In the sum L J* 0' the minimum magnitude of the vectors J is of the

order lid"' v' and X 2 J2 ,. nL A 2 // 1 in the domain of interest. There-

fore 1~(1 + A2J2) can be replaced by l/A2J2. Finally we must per-

form the sum L J* 0 1/ J2, which deppnds on the particular lattice con-

sidered. Here, we wil simplify the calculation by replacing tRe sum

by an integral

" 1- _ -l..f dJ x dJ yL. J2 (27T)2 nL J2_
1 1 J max J dJ- 2irn J' J2nun

= --In IJ maxi211nL J min

with J min"' i/d and J max ,. il ~ (the Fourier components relative

tn thp intprinr of thp harrl ('0101' must hp. f'xcludpdL Wf' finally find

.,'

,.._,'.!.... '
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F = B2 + .. H' In ßdl ~87T 411 Ci In AI ~
(3-64)

BHG=F--
4ir

In (3-64) ¡3 is a numerical constant of the ordet unity (for the triangulari

lattice, Matricon has calculated ¡: = 0.381). 1lhe B(H) relation is ob-

tained as usual,by imposing ClG/aB = O. Thi!S gives

In(W ¡)

A
In -

~

where ß' = ß e-1I2 and where d is always reliated to B by Eq. (3-59).
The logarithmic dependences predicted by (13-65) are in rather good
agreement with the experimental data on reversible magnetization

curves in materials with A :)/ ~.

H B + H
Ci

(3-65)

DO M A IN nL"' ~- 2

Here, as already pointed out, our SimPie' model breaks down, and
we shall need a more elaborate approach bdsed on the Landau -Gins-

burg equations (Chapter 5). The upper crittcal field HC2 is of order
4iol ~2. This, physically, corresponds to the 

¡I onset of overlap between
the hard cores.

Problem. Compare the Gibbs function in the fiamentary structure described
above with that of a possible laminar structure. I

Solution. As before, we shall limit our consid¿rations to the case A;;;; ~.

The laminar structure will be formed of planes, fbr example, perpendicular toi

the x axis, and equidistant (spacing dHFig. 3-8). In the neighborhood of each of, - i
these planes, over a thickness - 2t, the superconductivity is strongly perturbed

(N regions). In the remainder (5 regions), the deJsity of superconducting elec-I

trons has the value ns. Such a model has been discussed in detail by Goodman
(1961)0 The fields h(x) (parallel to the z axis) ate determined by the Londoneq~~ I

h = /\2 d2 h
dx2

except in the thin (N) regions. The solution is or the form

h = Hm cosh (x/A)/cosh P I
I

where P = d/2À and H Is the field In the N regions. The free energy of the

(8) regio"n becomes, fr:m (3- 26). I
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Figue 3- 8
The laminar model for the Schubnikov phase. Thin nor-
mal sheets N of thickness - ~ alternate with super-
conducting shee,ts S. The N sheets repel each other.

The range of the repulsive forces is the penetration

depth A.

F1 = l fd/2 hZ + AZ (dh)Zd 0 dx dx811

Z= Hm tanh P
811 P

t is necessary to add the formation energy of the N regions

HZ IIZ_ c9t C 1
Fz = - .: = - -

811 d 811 P K

vhere K = A/~. Finally, to obtain the Gibbs function, we must add a terrn

BII
411

11m tanh P11--411 P

, A r Z tanh P ni tanh pJGlaminar = 611 LHm -- + P - 211Hm -p

)n minimizing G with respect to Hrn we obtain H = Hm.

ir

SU PER CaN Due T aiR S

( HZJ--i_z Z +~Glaminar - S'lP H tanh P K

SECOND KIND

..

73

For H .: Hc/.. the minimum G is obtained for ihfinite P, which corresponds
to a complete Meissner E:fect. For H ;; He / J; the minimum occurs for

ifinite P. The initial field for penetration is therefore Hc 1& for the laminar
modeL. This is to be compared with the result! for the vortex line model,Eq. (3-56). I

'i HcHCl = r; - InK (I( ;;;. 1) 1Iv24 I(
I

1/2for K ;.;. I, HCt c: Hc/K. For HCl c: H c: Hc IK I' we have

i

i

I
therefore, G t c: Gi i ; that is, the vortex state is more favorable invor ex am nar ¡
the weak induction domain. I

It is also possible to make the comparison in the region where H is larger
(H - Hc, for example). We are then in the region ip .:.: 1 for the laminar model

i
By expanding tanh P ~ P - p3/3 and minimizing G, we obtain

I

I

!
i

In the vortex line model, the potential is determined from (3-64) and (3-65)
i
i

I
i

Gvortex c: GMeissner

Glaminar = GMeissner

G _ HZ ( 3 )Z/3 H4I3 HZ/3laminar - --S + - c11 2K

Gyortex = - 8~ (H - H')2

H' = H In AId Hci~=1'~K

where I' is a constant of order unity. For T

11 AI' = - In -24 d

In the region of interest H' C:C:.H and

HZ HHe
Gvortex = - 8'1 + I' 411K

.iL..._. r.. '~'.

i

Jo
i
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Hi
Glaminar + a;

Hi
Gvortex + 811

(KH ~ 1/3
= const" H C)

when H .c KHc (which roughly corresponds to the upper critical field HC2)'

Glaminar ;. Gvortex. Thus the VOl'tex state is still most stable in the inter-
mediate and high field regions.'

Problem. Discuss the equilbrium magnetization curves for a second kind
superconductor in the form of an ellpsoid of revolution, the field being applied
along the ellpsoidal axis.

Solution. The equations div B = 0, curl H = 0, and B = (HI I HI) Be (H),

where B (H) is the equilbrium induction in the presence of a field H mea-
e

sured for a long cylinder, allow a solution where Band H are constant in the
ellpsoid with H = Ho - NM = Ho - N (B - H)/4r. where N is the demagnetiz-
ing coeffcient of the ellpsoid. The relation between B and the applied field is
therefore given by the impliCit formula

( NB)

Ho--
G = Be . 411..

- 1-E.
411

B is nonzero for Ho ;. Hc~ (1 - N/4w). The slope (dB/dHo)B=O is finite and

equal to 4w/N. The upper critcal field remains equal to HC2 since B(Hc2) = HC2

when the transition is second order.

Problem. Discuss the scattering of slow neutrons by a regular lattice of
vortex lines in a superconductor.

Solution. The interaction between neutron and lines is '" n h(r) where "'n =

1.91 eli/Mc is the neutron moment and M the neutron mass. Consider a scat-
tering event where the neutron momentum changes from I1ko to Mko + q). The
corresponding scattering amplitude is given by the Born approximation formula

a = ~ iq . r211h2 f "'n h(r) e dr

This is nonzero only if q = J,. where J is a reciprocal lattice vector associ-
ated with the two-dimensional "line lattice." From (3-62) we find

'These elementary calculations of G are not suffcient in the neighborhood

of HC2' We return later to a study of the region using the Landau-.Ginsburg

equations.

J I
10)~l

~

t

nLctoV
1 + A2 J2

where V is the sample volume and nL the num~r of lines per cmi. Thus

I

I

For a triangular lattice of lines with nearest neighbor distance d, we have
nL = (2/V3")(1/d2) and, for the first reflection, J 1 (411/"3) d-1. Taking B =
2000 G (nL = 1010), we get d ..103 Â and J .. 6.7 1051 cm-1. For A = 1000Â thisi

gives p.J)2 ~ 45;';' 1. We compute the amplitude a per atom (since this is the
quantiy familar to experimentalists). Inserting fÓr V an atomic volume of

I

30Â3 we get a = 0.7 10-13 cm. The corresponding "coherent scattering cross

section" is 411a2 - 5 x 10-28 cm2 = 0.5 millbarns~a small, but measurablevalue. I .
The scattering angle (J for this first reflection i;s very small (J = (J lit) =

(2/v3)(Àn/d) where we have introduced the neutron; 
wavelengh An = 2r./ko. At

best, withsubthermal neutrons we can make An as large as -5Å. For the abovei .
example this leads to angles 6 - 6.10-3 rad (or 20' of arc). The experiment
has been performed on Nb metal (Cribier, .iacr~t, et aI., 1964). Due to the

I

1/(1 + ")2 J2) dependence of a, it has been possible only to observe the first
reflection (with the smallest J). (See Fig 3-9.) I

I

i

i

rh(r)eiJ.rdr= 'BV

aJ = ! 1.91 nL V

Intensity (arb. units)

(enlarged)

= 41000e (:: "C2)

120 0 (min. of arc)Figure 3- 9
Neutron scattering by an array of vortex lines in niobium metai at

T = 4.20 K. (Courtesy of D. Cribier.) I
i

i

10 15
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Problem. Calculate the broadening of a nuclear magnetic resonanceUne arising
:rom the field inhomogeneites associated with the \'ortex state (P. Pincus, 1964).

Solution. In intermediate fields Hci ~~ H ~c: HC2 where the vortices form
l dense lattice, the field distribution is given by the Fourier transform of Eq.
:3-62). A lmowledge of all the moments of the field distribution would com-
;iletely determine the nuclear magnetic resonance line shape lif this were the
:mly source of broadening). However if the line does not ha\'e anomalous wings,
as is often the case (Jaccarino and Gossard, 1964), the second moment is a
good measure of the line width (see A. Abragam, Principles of Nuclear Mag-
netism, Clarendon Press, 1961). Thus the line width is given by

àH = ((h2) _(h)2)112

where 0 denotes a spatial average. The term (h) is just n L iJo = B. (h2) can
easily be calculated from Eq. (3-62):

\h~) = S-i fh2(r) du = ¿; hJh_J =n2qiõ L; (1 + ().)~r2J L J
where S is the surface area of the sample perpendicular to the field. On re-
placing the sum over reciprocal lattice vectors by an integral in a similar man-
ner as is done in the text after Eq. (3-63), we obtain

AH =.J.! ( (.2111.)2J-1/2__. 1 + -\4r.À .d

where for simplicity we have assumed a square lattice. This result is valid in
the domain d ;,;, ~. In the intermediate field region d c:c: À, this leads to

1 CPo
All ~ -= x (2 )3/21.2

\ 2 11

NOtiCi' that this width is of tht' order of Hei (for \'3 Ga, A - 2\iIIUÄ, AH = 20 De)
and remains nearly field indi'pendent on to fields or the order of Hc, where the
inhom()~i'ni'ous broadening vanishes. For fields near Hci (d ;: ,\), the broaden-
ing is mon' Si'\'erc: More detailed calculations of the line sh:ipi' using Eq. (:l-62)
have bi'en performed by J\atricon.

Problem. Compute the energy of á vortex line near the surfaee of the spec-
imen, thi' lini' being parallel to the surface.

Sulutioi\. Let the line. and thi' fields, be parallel to the z axis, thi' limiting
surface bl'ng the yOz plane, thi' sample occupying the half-sp:ici' x ~ o. The
fil'd h(r) is governed by thi' l'qu:ition

h + 1.2 curl curl h = lfoo2(r - rL)

where rL represents the two-dimensional coordinate of thi' lini' hn' shall taki'

. ,

. i

I

i
i

I
.,. a'i ,. The houndary cnndi-

(0 normal current)

I

where H is the applied field. The solution h(r) wHI be written as
I
I
i

rL = (XL' 0)) and lfo is a vector, of length
tions on the surface are

h = H (curl h)x = 0

h = hi + h2

ì

where hi = H exp (- xl ÀL) represents the field penetration in the absence of
any line, while h2 is due to the line, and can be obtai~ed by a method of images.
To the line (xL' 0) we add an image of opposite sign located at (-xL' 0) and

I

take for b2 the algebraic sum of the field due to the line and image. Thus h2
automatically vanishes on the limiting surface x = i 0 and the boundary condi-tion is satisfied. I

Having constructed h(r), we now compute the; thermodynamic potentialI
i

I

9 = f dr r h + À2 (curl h)2 _ H ° h L(8r. 471 f

1

I
\
,

¡

!. I
The integral is taken in the sample volume (x ~ 0): except for the core region
of the line, which is excluded. The last term is thl microscopic analog of the
standard BoH/4ir term for macroscopic systems. l\'e transform 9 into a sur-
face integral, using the London equation for h, and !we obtain

I

I

I
i
i

curl h1.2 J
S = 411 (core and plane) dcp(ih - H) x

The surface integral f da includes the surface df the hard core 
(giving a con-

tributionS') and the surface of the specimen (gi~ing a contribution S"). As

usual the only important term in f core da (in the limit ~ - 0) comes' from
the singular term in curl h, and the result is !

I

S' = lfo (!h(rL) - H)
411

The second term g" may be written as

g" _ À2 r
- 811 . plane da. hi x curl h

i

i

since on the sample surface h = hi = H. Writing curl h = curl hi + curl h2 we

can separate in g" a term involving hi x curl hi. which.i B the energy in the

absence of the line, an additive constant we drop from now on. We are left with
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,iri
Ii;

A2 f
9" =.- I dcrohi x curl hi811 pane

.!
~o

I
i

Hi - H
Cl
¡

(a)

H "H
Cl

We rewrite ths integral as

¡piane = fcore+plane - ¡core
x

By making use of London's equation for h, in the region outside the core, we
have vacuum superconductor

J i dcrohi x curl hi = J i daohi x curl hicore+p ane core+p ane 4119

~o

hi is not singlar near the line axis; thus the core contribution to the right-

hand side vanishes when ~ - o. The integral on the plane also vanishes since
(hi )x = 0 = O. Finally

x
(b)

H-H H::H::Hcl s CL

9" = A2 f daohi x curl hi
811 core

aiohl(rL)
871

9 = :0 lH exp(-xL/A) + !hi(rL) - Hl
11,

4719

~o
x

(c)

lNote incidentally that S = 0 when xL = 0, that is, when the line is just on
the surface, since hi (x = 0) = o.l If we analyze hi(rL) into a direct term and
an image term, the direct term gives as a contribution to 9 the line self-en-
ergy 3 = aio Hci/411. The image term describes an attraction between line and

image, of vaiue -( aio/811) h (2xL) where h(r) is the function giving the field at

distan~e r of a single line (Eq. 3-35). Finally

H - H

i Ci
H :: Hs

9 = :; lH exp(-xL/A) - !h(2xL) + Hci - Hl

Figure 3-10 i
Surface barrier impeding the entry of the fir~t flux line is a Type II su-
perconductor. (a) When H ~ Hci i the force on1 the line always points to-
wards the surface: no lines can exist (in an ideal specimen). (b) When
Hs :0 H :0 Hci the line gains an energy (aio/411) (H - Hci ) as it reaches the

deep inside of the sample. But there is a barrier near the surface, and
the line wil not enter if the surface is clean. (c) When H :0 Hs, the bar-

rier disappears.

Discussion
(1) The term (aioH/41r) exp(-xL/.\ describes the interaction of the line

with thl: external field and the associated screening currents.. It has the same
form as Eq. (3-50). Itis a repulsive term.

(2) Thl: term - aioh(2xL)/811 represents tht.' attraction between the line and
its imag-i'. The mag-nitudi' of this i'ni'r~y difli'rs fi"om Eq. (:1- (;2) by a fac-
tor ~. But the force derived from it has the con\"entionalmagnitude ifoj/c lwhen

diffi'i'i'ntiating h(2xL) with respect to XL, we get a faetor 2).

eii Thi' iispt.'ct of S(xi.' for various nilui's of thi' apl'lii.d fidd 11 is shown
on Fig-. :1'-10. \\'1il'1l 11 - IIl'l tht.'rl' is ii strong- biirril'r opposing- thc entry of a
lilll'. \\t.' can undt.'rstand this han"it.'r iis follows: \\11ln II ' lIel' S(xL = 0) =

\Î(XL -' w) -0. if Wt.' start from XL l:ir~i' and bi'iii~ the ¡¡Ill doser to tht., surfact.',

i( I.the repulsive term - exp(-xL/~) dominates th,e image term (-exp(-2xL/~)'

Thus g becomes positve and we have a barrier 1 The barrier disappears, how-i

ever, in high fields as is clear in Fig. 3-13. When H :: Hs = ifo /4r.AJ it can
bl. seen from the equation for g that the slope (a9/aXL)XL=~ becomes nega-

live.5
,

iwe shall see later from the microscopic iinalysis that the field Hs thus

defined is of the order of the thermodynamic 9rllical field Hc'
,
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The conclusion is that, at field H c: Hs. the lines cannot enter in an ideal
pecimen (although their entry is thermodynamically allowed as soon as H ;.
tei). These surface barrier effects have been predicted. independently by Bean

nd LivIngston and by the Orsay group. They have been observed experimen-
ally on lead thallum alloys (Tomash and Joseph) and on niobium metal (de
Hois and de Sorbo). (The sample surface must have very few irregularities
,n the scale of À.)

forlèx Line Motions

Consider the two antiparallel vortices of Fig. 3-11. According to
~q. (3-50) they attract each other. Wil they move under the action of
his force, or wil they stand stil? This question is very much de-
1ated at the present time. My personat belief is that in a pure metal
!ach line wil drüt in the other's velocity field. They wil thus both
nove at right angle from their COnimon plane, with a velocity

v drift = V12 (3-66)

where v 12 is the superfluid velocity at point 2 due to the presence of

line 1.

\.

VS2

C

CD

h2

(y

Figure 3-11

Two anti parallel vortex lines in a pure superconductor
of Type II. VSI (VS2) is the superfluidvelocity induced

by line 1 (2). Each line drifs with the loeal superfluid

velocity v. For that particular geometry both lines go
with the same velocity. Note that V is normal to the
plane ABCD of the lines.

i: IH
i

Such driI motions should lead to amusing c~llective modes for an

assembly of vortex lines in a very pure metal of Type II. (P. G. de
Gennes, J. Matricon, 1962.) Ii

In dirt)! superconductors, on the other hand, friction between the
lines and the lattice wil dominate the motionl The two antiparallel
vortex lines AD and CB will then move toward: one another, as shown
on Fig. 3-12, with a velocity i

tf Ivdrift(2) = -vdrift(l) = 1i i (3-67)
where f is the attractive force between the linJs. as given by Eq. (3-52)

and 11 is a viscosity coeffcient. We can estim~te 11 with the following
assumptions: suppose that the currents due to ¡line 1 are not distorted
near the core of line 2. This core then carri~s a current density j =
nev 12. But this core is essentially normaL. Th~s we expect a loss (per
unit length of line 2) .

'2W--i- t. .cr~ ~ - i
I

where cr = ne2 í, m is the normal state conducth1ity and ~ the core radius.

This power dissipation must also be equal to: fv drift (2) = 1/11f2. Re-i

callng from Eq. (3-52) that f = -!nhvi_" we obtain- - != --líh2 (3-68)17 41111~2 .
I

Viscous motions which are reasonably weli described by this type
of damping hu\'e been observed in dirty mu~erials by Kim and co-workers. :

¡

(

Figure 3-12

Two antiparallcl vortex lines in a dirty super-
conductor of Type II: the lines move toward each
other with a drift velocity controlled by friction
with the lattice.

f

..'-...
.. ....

v drift (2)

2
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3-3 NONEQUllIBRIUM PROPERTIES

Up to now, we have restricted our attention to the reversible be-

havior of second type superconductors. We have seen that when the
coherence length ~ is small, they can remain super conducting up to
very high fields, of order HC2 .. ltol ~2 .

From a technical point of view, however, what is most interesting
is to obtain super conducting wires that can carry high currents. But
this condition cannot be realized at thermal equilbrium, as shown by
the following argument: Consider a cylindrical wire of radius a car-
rying a total current 1. (When I is weak, this current is, in fact, en-
tirely carried by a surface sheet, of thickness À, around the cylinder.)

The field at the surface of the wire is

H = ~ca (3-69)

The situation is stable when H c: H . When H :; H ,vortex linesCi Ci
begin to appear. They are bent in circles (following the lines of force).
Once created at the surface, with radius a, they tend to shrink (to de-
crease their line energy) and finally annihilate near the axis of the
wire. This process dissipates energy. Thus in an ideal specimen we
have 0 resistance only if H c: HCl or I -( (ca/2) HC1. If we want to

carry higher currents, with our wire, we need to /Jiii the vortex lines,
that is, to quench their motion by suitably chosen lattice defects, and
achieve anonequilbrium situation. While the field HC2 is an intrinsic
property of the metal (or alloy), the critical current measured on a
wire is extremely sensitive to the metallurgical state of the sample.
This distinction between the factors ruling HC2 and I was stressed
first by Gorter.

In practice, a favorable defect structure is obtained by the follow-

ing procedures:
(1) imperfect sintering (e.g., Nb3Sn)
(2) cold work (e.g., MoRe alloys)
(3) precipitation processes (e.g., lead alloys)

The resulting materials, with high critical currents, are called hard
sU/JcJ'coliduclors.

The coupling mechanisms between the lines and the defects are only
vaguely known at the present time. A rather simple case is met when

we have large cavities, due to imperfect sintering, in the supercon-
ducting materiaL. A vortex tends to remain pinned to the cavity, since
this corresponds to a smaller-length of line in the super conducting ma-
terial, and thus to a smaller 1l!1e energy. The mechanical stresses re-
alized by cold work impose slight modiHcations to the condensation
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energy and to the local density or super conducting electrons ns. This
i

results in local modifications of )., ~, and thus of the line energies ::
and interactions U. These interactions are rather complex, and in the

following we only present a phenomenological description of their ef-
fects.

Critical State at Zero Temperature
Consider a hard superconductor in an applied magnetic Held H

(along Oz). In equilbrium the line density would !have the value B(H)I cbo

and be the same at all points. We now consider a metastable situation
where the induction B is'not equal to B(H) but varies from point to
point-say in the x direction. Thus (1) the line density is not constant,
(2) there is a macroscopic current J = (c/41T)(aB/ax) flowing in the
y direction. The forces acting on the line system can be decomposed
in the following way: First, because of the repulsive interactions be-

tween lines, the regions of high line density (high B) tend to expand

towards the regions of low density. This may be described in terms
of the pressure p in our two-dimensional line system.8 The force (per
cm3) is -ap/ax. This has to be balanced by a pinnng force due to the

structural defects. This pinnng force, however, cannot become ar-
bitrarily large. It must stay below a certain threshold value am

I~I-( am (3-70)

If at some point I aplax I is larger than a, then the lines start moving

and dissipation occurs until condition (3-70) is again satisfied. In prac-
tice the line density (11 lto )B(x) wil thus adjust itself so that the
threshold condition is just realized at all points lequaliy in (3-70)).
The state thus realized is called the critical state, and was first de-
scribed by Bean. We can get some physical feeling for this critical
state by thinkng of a sand hill. If the slope of the sand hil exceeds
some critical value, the sand starts flowing downwards (avalanche).

The analogy is, in fact, rather good, since it has been shown (by care-
ful experiment with pickup coils) that, when the system becomes over-
critical, the lines do not move by single units, but rather in the form
of avalanches including typically 50 lines or more.

We now proceed to compute explicitly the 
pressure P of the line

system, to be inserted in (3-70). We consider a group of N lines in-
tersecting a surface S in the xy plane. Their energy (per cm along

Oz) is

6\\.1, nirik!' an isotropit ripproximation and ni'~1cci thi' tensor properties of p.
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Magnetization measurements on a cylinder
(external field increasing). The flux lines
penetrate only in the hatched area.
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Figure 3-15 ¡

Principle of the Kim experiments'on hollow cyl-

inders of hard superconductors. AA external field
H is applied. The field H' inside ¡the cylinder is
measured.

(1) If R is niuch smaller than AX, the induction is nearly uniform
in the sample, B = B(Rl, q, = lIRz B(H). 7

(2) If R ~~ Ax we have essentially a one-dimensional situation.
If x denotes the radial distance, we may write

i

where a mH stands for am lB(Rl). Of particular interest is the de-
rivative of q,

R
q, = 211R JR _ Ax d: B(x) (3-74)

~ = !! B2 (H)
dH 2 Ct mH

(3-75)

q, = 2irR J, H dH B2 (H)
Hci 4110' mH

'We assume that there is no surface barrier impeding the entrance 
of vortex

lines in the cylinder. Surface barriers do occur sometimes, but their effects
can easily be separated.

Thus from magnetization measurements in, increasing fields, we may
derive a . H and a (B). Another method.., devised by Kim and co-m m .
workers, makes use of hollow cylinders as .shown in Fig. 3-15. A field
H- is applied on the outside of the cylinder à-nd the field H' in the cyl-

inder is measured. When H is increased from 0, H' first stays
strictly equal to O. Then, when the flux front reaches the inner sur-
face of the cylinder, H' starts to increase (Ideally H' would first jump
abruptly to HCi' and then grow steadily). ,The interest of the method
is to give a direct determination of Ax, for that particular value of H

where H' starts to increase. ,
More complicated situations are met if 

the field H is alternatively
increased and decreased. as shown in Fig. 3-16. Then we meet regions

At the edge of the flux (x = R - Ax), we have B = 0, H(B) =
Hci. At the surface of the cylinder (x = R), again assuming no sur-
face barriers, we have the equilbrium value of B corresponding to

the external field H. B = B(H). Transforming d:i by (3-72) and (3-70),
we get
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Electrical measurements on a hard superconductor
wire. There is a current J = -(c/41l)(ClB/ax) in the
y direction, thus aB/ax (: o. The li~es are more
closely packed on the left side of the wire: they

drift with a velocity Vx towards the p~sitive x axis.

..
vortice~

i

Fi(Ue 3-16
Flux distribution in a hard superconductor
when the applied field is first raised to Ha

(broken curve) and decreases to Hb (full
curve) .

field H in the z direction. Thus we have a nonzero aB/ax = 41TJ/c

and the lines (pointing along Oz) tend to drtl 'in the x direction. The
resulting electric field Ey is along the wire axis (Oy) and in the limit

H ).). HC!. it is given by

with dB/dX :; 0 and regions with ap/ax oe 0, but the absolute value
I ap/ax I stays equal to am. This permits a detailed calculation of
all hysteresis cycles when a m (B) is known.

Bvx
Ey = c (3-76)

Flux Creep at Finite Temperatures
At finite temperatures, if ap/ax :f 0, the vortex lines will tend to

move (from the regions of high B towards the regions of low B) by
activated jumps across the pinning barriers. We call the average now
velocity of the _lines (in the x direction) vx. Various methods can be
used to detect this flow, or "creep":

(1) Magnetic measurements, with thick cylinders or hollow cyl-
inders. In the latter case, for instance, if H has been raised from 0
to some value and then kept constant, we observe that H' increases
slowly in time.

(2) Electrical measurements. H the lines of force are moving, they
. create electromotive forces that can be measured directly. The most
simple situation is represented in Fig. 3 -17. A wire (in the y direc-
tion) carries a current of density J, and is submitted to an external

,

l
l

To prove (3-76) we compute the power dissipation per unit volume: this
is the work done by the presence gradiènt on th~ lines. that is, (ap/ax)vx'

By setting this equal to EyJ and making use of (3-72'), we get (3-76).
Thus we need an electric field Ey to maintain the current J. As pointed

out by Anderson and Kim, this dissipative effect in the super 
conducting

state explains many features of the resistive 
behavior of hard super-

conductors.
The main difference between (1) the magnetic measurements and (2)

the electric ones lies in the order of magnitude of the velocities in-
volved. In case (1) the creep typically is measured over intervals or
hours or days, and the velocities are of order 1 mm/day or 10-11

em/sec. In case (2) taking B = 104 Ey = IIiV/cm, we get vx"" 10-2

cm/sec. The main diffculty of (2) is related to possible inhomoge-
neites in the wire; experimentally it is found that diferent portions
of the same wire have different Ey's.
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E = E -I~I 4 .o ax P (3-78)

I

I

factor kB T. A linear dependence of I dp/dx I on T has indeed been
i

observed experimentally by Kim on various álloys and compounds-
the critical currents of hard superconductorg are strongly tempera-
ture dependent even when T ..-0 To. i

Another important consequence of (3-77), pointed out by Anderson,
is the possibilty of severe thermal instabilties. If in a small region

of the sample the pinning energy Eo is slightly smaller than else-
where, the vortex lines in this region will dissipate a large power,
((ap/ax) vxJ per cm3, and this wil tend to r~ise the local tempera-
ture, if the thermal conductivity of the material is low. This tempera-
ture rise wil, in turn, increase the line velocity Vx according to (3-77). ,
and may finally result in an instabilty. Thes~ thermal processes have
to be taken into account in the design of super'conducting coils.

The results show unmbiguously that
(a) the creep velocity has an activation ene1'gy behavior

"x = ,vo exp(-E/kB T) (3-77)

Vo is not very accurately known, but may be in the range of 103 em/see
in typical cases. The energy E may be as high as 100oK.

(b) the energy E depends on the pressure gradient ap/ax

where P has the dimensions of a length, and is typically of order 500A.
We can relate Eo and p to the critical pressure gradient am' if we
notice that for T - 0 the velocity Vx wil depart from 0 only when

E = 0 CONCLUDING REMARKS i

Our description of pinning and creep has ~een strictly phenomeno-
logicaL. Of course, we would like to interpr~t Eo, P. and Vo in terms
of microscopic processes. There are two difficulties:

(1) What is the coupling between defects and lines? As pointed out
earlier an important term is related to local modifications of the pene-

tration depth ~ by strain or by impurity gradients. Another, more ob-i

vious, contribution stems from local modifications of the supercon-
ducting condensation energy. There may be other contributions.

(2) How can we describe the metastable equilbrium and the irre-
versible motions of strongly coupled vorte~ lines in the presence of
random perturbations? €oming back to the sand-hil analogy, we need
a theory for the equilbrium slope of the sand hil and a theory for the
avalanches-both are complicated. For the vortex line system there
is an interesting suggestion, due to Frank,creep may take place by
a motion of dislocations in the two-dimensional line lattice.

Eo
am = p4 (3-79)

These results (mainly obtained by Anderson. Kim~ and co-workers) have

various important consequences. First, since v" varies rapidly with E
accoraing to (3-77), it is possible to extend the crictical state concept
to finite temperatures. Define a limitng velocity v min below which
the line motion cannot be detected. Then, if

Vo~:; log-kBT vmin

the line structure is frozen, Thus the critical state at temperature T
corresponds to

I VoE P41.~= kBT log v:o - dx mm
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Superconductor Research Pace Quickens
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her chapter is unfolding in the con- fect and may be determne by evaluat-
tributions to moem technology by ing the magnetic susptibilty or a ma-

advanced ce"ramies, with the advance terial, i.e., th ma¡ntic sUlptibilt)' or
menu surpriin¡ the rc:archen involved, a supercOucto dr to ze as it is
as well as the general scientific commu- coled below th critical temperatur.
nity. Speifically, ceramic¡ as supercon- Superconductvity results from atoc
ductors sems a contradictory coceP.t an crytaloaphic orri such tht
since the more common ceramic¡ for util- th lattice vibrations of the ato in th
itarian and technical Ui are insula ton cryital itructure of the materi (p~
intrinsically. nons) have little interactio with the co
Thus. the announcement by Benorz ducting electrons, and the couctin¡

and Mueller in Z. Pliys. B. of the discov- electrons are orered into Cor pars.
ery. or superconductor properties in The theory, termed BC for John Bar-
LaiCuO. brought nothing but skepticism deen, Len N. Cooper, and John Robrt
from bOth the physics and ceramic com- Schrieffer, indicates that couctin¡ elc
munities. This wu heightened by the lack tr or oppoite ipin act in WUn.
of convincing prof in their experiments , The specific heat aiiociated with
and the ract tht previou superconductor'"~ - changes in kitic enerl) or th elcii
teti 0( LaI..TÍi-.O. an BaI-.Bi.Oi ~~ in superconductrs underioc a ab
ceramics revealed no improvements over tritio at th crtica teperatur. (T
metal alloy materials iuch as NbuAliGe specific beat of the electro is th di-
and NbiGe, i.e., a superconductor tran- ferenc in IpeC heat for th lattice
_ition temperature beginnng at 13 K VI the same for norml state an IUperc
21-23 K for the meta aloy. ducting materials or equa atoc an
However, certin ceramics are proving X-ray density-and the tota tb en-

to be the bet thing ror superconductivity ergy applied to the matenal.) Th relation

since the theory wu fit develope. Be of the speific heat or the elecns (C.)
fo explaining how ceramics ba on rare in a superconductor to temperature ha
and alkaine-crth copper oxides are ad. two disrete ranges. Well below the crt-
vancin¡ superconductivity, a brier expla- ical temperature, log C.. is prrton

nation of the phenomenon and its histor- to 1/ T. Nearer the crtica temperature,
ica development is in order. the relation is more closly approximated

by C..cxTi. This means an energy pp
~ Pr exists for electrons in a superconductor

The mOlt baicphenomenon or super- between the iuperconductina condition or
conductivity is the complete disapper- Cooper pain to normal conductina or in-
anc or electrical resistiVIty as a material iulating unordered electroic structures.
is coled ~Iow some critical tempera- Th. e value ror this eneray pp, accrdina
lure. This is the phenomenon asiated to the BCS theory, is 2.o-3.S3T..
with the disvery or superconductivity, So, ror materils with higher trnsition
and it bas long ben linked to properties temperatures, the bonding energy be
or material, particularly metals and meta tween the Coper pair electrons is greater.
alloys, at temperatures approching ab- Values ror the energy gap are determ
iolute zero (0 K). Disruption or the zero from tunnlin experiments, where th
reistivity property or the materials at wltage reuire to crete a sha ri in
temperatures below the crtica temper- tbe current fl rro a iupercouc-
ature is found when either a current ex- to thgh an inufato into a no stte.
cein¡ a speific value, the critical cur- negative bia couctr witbout sup-
ret density. is pa th the materi plying therml excitation to th elec
or a Dl4netic field or Itrn¡tb greater determne the energy gap, i.e., V-I1/t.
tha a cntica fild Itrqth is applied to When two iuperconduclo ar aepa-
th materi. rated b)' an inula tin fi which ba low
A second phenomenon asiated with reistiVlti¡ a JoepbJjunc is fo.

iuperconductrs below th critical tem- This configuration or materila is cur-
perature is diamagnetim or the expulsion rently bein explored ror us in electrc
or magnetic fields tht Ytld otherwis device ror its unique capabilty or pu

permeate magnetizable materials and in current in the form or Coper pa
crete a magntization within them. This vi tunneling rrom one iuperconducto to
phenomenon is termed the Meisner cf- the other through the insulatin film with

out applied VOfta8C. The currnt ft is
cotrolled by magnetic fields in th junc
tion and decreasei with hiahcr field

-Membe, th AiriQJ Cerac Soty. Itrn¡h.

CER BUL, VOL." NO. 'Ii U18'1 (CAC)

OaiUatin¡ cunts reult in Jopha
juncon cogurati whe VOtages ar
applied acro th junc. Th freucn-

cy or th Cor pa pain¡ th
th jun in l: 4.l4xIO" Jl
fo eah VOt appcc Th cunt ca-

Tn¡ capacity, i; or crtica currnt den-
iity, is dily uiiate witb the ther-
mal encr¡ pp 0( the Cor pair elec
trons. At biiher current value,larie den-
iities of current carren ar prnt in th
supercoucto an the interactiii with
pbo. (lattice vibrtins), dilocti
in crysta structur, an ,ran bondes
incre ii,nificatly. Th crtical cuDt
density is both a functi of th cumnt
carr density (Dumber or Cor p&
per uit VOum) an materi pr

-l trition or iupcrcuct lOa
no (couct or wulto) atate can
be effec by an~xtemal magntic fild
as well as temperature incr. ~ aJ
redy DO, th fild strnatb at whicb
this 0C is approritely term the
crtica fild (H.). Th field .strna
values ar meure on lon, th cyfi
clca oc eUip6 saples where th fi
isoreDte pael to th loa ax or th
umple for a lha triti to a no
itate. ID other orentation, slowr tr
iitions ocur inYOlvina increa portns
or the umple as the field Itrenatin
crese. Sharp tritions in th app
prte orentaliOl are indicative or wbat
are terme Ty~llupercoucto. Even
for fields oriented paralel to tbelon ni
or a supercnductin umple, IO lM-
percuct unera a mo ¡rua
triti to oo ma tic II
bilty. Th ar rere~ as T~II
iupercoucto.
The Meisner effec, or th copleic

expulsion or an applied magnetic fl as

a materi cols helow its triti tem-

peratur, is fou ooy for Typlsuper-
conduct with th ieotr an 0r
entation in the fild aIdy deabe..
Oter material, an otr orentati of
umples, have ony a pa Meiu ef-
. ree, trPPÌD so of th magnti 1I
Just whib intrnsic materi pres
caus matic ftux irppin or pik
fo aloy semiuct an ot Typ
IIlupercouct depend OI bu. ma-
teri pres as IS th cu for th
crtica cunt denaty. In fact, th tw
. ar related ~ magnti fl qua
'titio Ot th dlte ma¡n ftux val
.Ue5 ,(fl) tht can enter the TypII
Ilroon. Curts pcin¡ tl
thé supercuct tend to moe t.
ftxoids fro difereDt pinniilocti
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and thus heat the materials, caUJnlthem
to transform to a normlltate.

A skin effect als pertins to the Meis-

sner phenomenon. For even Type-! su-
perconductoJ' the mainetic flux due to
an applied field ii not expelled complete-
If. lJ\tead, an el~troinetic penetra-
tin depth exilts where the maanetic Bux

.~ispinncin tbsample.rana rrom 39
to 130 om for dierent materils.

Supercnductivity ocurs in many ma-
terials including 27 or the metallic cle-
ments in their usual crystallographic form
at atmospheric preure. For II chemical
elements that ar metal. semimetal, or
icmiconductor, iuperconductivity ()urs

at low temperature in conjunction with
high presure. Some materials that are
not superconducting in their usual crys-
talographic form can be made so by pro
ducin¡ a highly disrdered crystalstruc-
ture. By the same considerations, some
compounds or materials, e.g., A&iF, can
be iuperconducting even though the con-
stituentsare not. The besl superconduct-
in materils produce until rently were
ViGa. NbiSn. Nb1zAJiGe (T,-21 K), and

Nb)Ge (T,-23 K).
The profires in production of thes

comercia Iy employed superconductor
alloys ha ben slow in comparison to the

events of the pat yea. ldost of the delay

in employing the materils, despite the
distinct advantages or superconductve
materials at supcrconductig conditions,
ha ben the . litations or engineering

refrigeration systems to maintan the ma-
terils below their critica temperatures.

Ceramic superconductoJ' have begun to
alleviate nee for complex enainering
or liquid He (boiling point at 4.2 K) re
frigeration systems capable of maintain-
in temperatures below Tt for thes metal
alloys, Butberore examinina that ad-
vancement, a chronology of the devel-
opments in supercnductivity is neeed to
plce the engnerin¡ aspets in proper.
penpeve.

Dlen Hi T.
Dutch physicist Heike Kamerlinah

Onn disvered superconductivity in
191 i. While workina with metals at low
temperatures he obrved that the elec-
trcal rciltivity of mercury practically

disppen when tbe material is coed to
ner 4 K. On was awarded the Nobel
Prze for his rerchin low temperature
phyiiCi in 1913. There was no tbeory to
e.plain sucb pbenomena. 10 it wu as
iumed tht superconducton were similar
to otber materi, with tbe ony differ-
ence being thir eleccal rcislace wu
zero at low temperatur.

In 1933, inre advlD were broght
to tbe attention of th icientic commu-
nity. Prviou supercuctvity theories
were shattere. u it was divered that
sucb material were dignetic. Exper-
imenta evidenc so enabled icientists
to formulate a theory or electromagnetic
propertes of superconductoJ'. As tecb-
Doogyprorcs in the 1950's. moe
dag resrchers not only defi sep-
arte interrelationships in superconduct-

ini materils, but al promulgated a tbe-

or or superconductve mechanims.

The effom or Bardeen, Coper, and
Schrieffcr, who were involved in definina
tho mechanis, were reward in 1972
wben they recived the Nobl Prize (or
physics. The BC thery or supercon-
ductivity wu thus born. Recntly, John
Bardeen, one or the ori¡inal authon of
tbe BCS tbeory, qualified the mehanim

._-u being adequate for nca..bslute zero --
temperature, up to ..40 K, He suggest-
ed tbe nccity for anber meham
at ~90 K.

The experiments conducted until tbe
1950's involved metals or metal alloys u
tbe bet materials for demontratina su-

perconductivity. Yet, riro¡re in obtain-
ina a higher T, was sti i lacking. In 1973.

J. R. Gavaler obtained the alloy NbiGe,
with a T, of a moest 23 K. In practical
terms, this simp'IY meant that supercon-
ductoJ' were still at a premium, not only
fro a manuracturing standpot, but als
from a maintenance perspetive. Liquid
helium had to be us to maintain the
very low temperatures required for their
adequate functioning. Use ror supercon-
ducting metals or alloys were round in

iiant panicle acclerators, medicine, and
fut trnsponation. Bul the cots involved

were stil probibitive, primarily due to he-
lium colina requirements. Recnt dis
coveries in this field involve tbe attain-
ment of Ii much higher-i fact previoy
unimaginable- Tr

SuperconductoJ' had ben knn as
metallc compounds. In fact, oxidiz.ng
tbes materials was tboughtto inhibit su-
perconductivity. Yet, two rcrcheJ' at
IBM Zuricb Resrch Labs, Karl Alex
Mueller and Johann Georg Bc took
a different approch in studying super-
conductivity. In 1983, they began re-
serching meta oxides. In Dember 1985,
Mueller and Benorz finally obtained a
very promising mixed oxide or barium,
lathum, an cor (BaLaCuO) who
critical superconducting temperatiire
reched 35 K. This disvery drutically
improved previou results by 12 K. The
research work hid ben thorou¡hly doc-
umented ind publi~hed by April19li6. In
Februry i 986, two Japanese scientists,
Tetsuya Ogushi and Yoshihisa Osno, re-

poed superconductivity at 44 K in nio-
bium-germauinuminum-olY8en thin
films.

Obviously, the icientific community
quickly questione the validity or thes
l'ults. In ract, due to the lack or sensitive

equipment at IBM Zuricb, Mueller and
Benorz cold not test the diama¡netic
propenies (Meisner effect) or tbeir new-
ly disvered oxide. The strcture or the
thin film reponed by tbe Japane re-
icrcbers was als questioned. Reproduc-

ible superconductina propenies were son
coed by rerchers in Cbina, the
U.s., an oter contres. AT kT Bell Labs
undenook a speial project on tbes co-

pond, accmpanied by otber major in-
dustral an academic organization. Son.

AT&T Bell Labs scientits Bcnram Bart-
log and R. J. Cava supersed tbe T, of
35 K recbed by Mueller and Bcnorz
attaining 38 K.

During Iate-1986 and early- 1987, dis
coeries of supercnducting materils with

ever bi¡her T, made news almot daily.
This sudden entbusium wu spurred
Iaraely by a team or scientists at the Uni-
versity of Houton led by Paul C. W. Chu.
They bepn varyin¡ the "preure apie
to the aocd BaLaCuO coponi. Th
results were stanlin¡. Chu and con
attained tbe hiahest lcmperatur evr

_knn toaUow supercnductivity, Si.S K._
The repo disvery made beadJi ii
January 1987. Encora,ed by tbe rets,
Chu varied the compCltion of th ox.
by replacin barium with strtium ao
then caum, and by replacin¡ th lan-
thnum with yttrum, rcnin~ tht pres
iure and smaller cati size mi¡ht induce

a different superconducting mecbam.
Sinc Chu's fit annuncement, many

otber leams have succrully obtane
higher T/i. In Marcb 1987 Marv Co-
hen and coorkers at Lawrence Berkeley
Lab annced a new yttrium-barium
copper-oy,en copound bcmi su-
I'rcouctlve at 100 K. In April 1987.
Chu again reported supctconduc:tina
transition at 97 K in materils who
comp0itin is similar to the or¡ina 01-
ide, but otherwis undisclos.

Given tboverwhelmngamont or data .
recently reponed and tbe pace of icien-
tific disveries in tbis field, one can ony
be-.in to undeJ'tand to what extent. our
daly eXÍlcncc mi¡ht be affted by a new
superconductor era. Implications on the
engineri aspets of largc sce pro
duction or iuperconductor arc stil lage-

ly to be dclcrmne.

llla Praa FKt
The ke to developing the supercon-

dueting materials ba on YBazCulO, or
other rare-canh-alkaline-enh copper
oxides is tbe proing parameten Us
to establih the supercnductinapha an
prouce materials whicb are fre of th
lCalled -¡rn" pha, or Y iBaCuO..
which is DO supcrcuctina. At let thi
ii cosiltent with the finding or tho re-
scrchen working in materials prepara-
iion and finding sharper T, transitions for
purer materiiils. While it is poible to

produce tbe supercouctin¡ compond.
or 123 u it is UIwn, throuab traditiol
poder prossing metbodology such u
miling Y zOi, BaCoi. an CuO poders
c:hemicaprcipitation melho ar pre
ferred for tberroduction or pure male
rials and cotro of impurities. W. F. Ham-
metter and others from Sandia Natina
Labs indicate tbey have coprcipitatc aU
of tbe cations ror th Y-Ba-Cu-O c:
pond thgb meta sat soutioo ~
cursn ii a mi cell rector when th
pH or th system wu held at I3.S.

Regardles of the sorce or th raw
~ders. all reschers reportn¡ to date
mdicate tht a cacin pro afic
milin¡ ii cintia. Generaly. thi ii bet

accomplished by pl'În the pode to
240 MP and siiound it with ad
tional poder to iIte it fro th ca
cining crcible (alumina ii preferr).
However. some reucbers repon ony
calcining tbe dried, milled poder with-

. out prior copaction. In eitber ca, there
is stil some discrepancy on the bet cal-
cinin¡ temperature to us. For insta,
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P.E.D. Morgan of Rockwell Int'I report
using SOO.C calcining temperaturCi for
chemically precipitated powders; most
other rescan.:hersindicate calcining at 90.
to 9S0.C. However. precautions on the
upper end of this calcining tcmperature
havc been issued by K. G. Frasc, E. G.
Uniger. and D. R. Clarke of IBM and R.
S. Roth of N8S from work being con-
ducted on the phas diagram of the Y iOI-
aao-uo system. They indicate that for
compoitions which might be deficient in
Y iO) a liquid phuc begins to form at
_930.C.

A second miling of the material hu
becn rcportcd as standard procesing pr~
cedurc for homogenizing thc prereacted

podcr. In some ca the reground ma-
terial has ben sicved, with the finct ma-
tcrials being usd to produce resrch
matcrials and the corsr gradCi being
us as crucible packing for cithcr cal-
cining or sintering stages. The intial cal-

cining has ben reponcd to lat from O.S
to 8 h. Onc preaution on the reacting
phases and staing materils chosn was
brought out at the special program on High
Tc Superconductor Oxides conducted at
the Amcrican Ceramic Soicty's 89th
Annual Meeting in Pittsburgh, PA, on
April 29: the 140.C dccompoition tcm-
perature of BaCOh i.c., matcrials cal-
cincd at thc rcponcd tcmperatures and
timcs arc not fully free of carbonaces
matcrials if BaCO) is usd as a ltanini
materiaL. Altcrnativc materials such as superconductivity. Oxygcn contcnt alteR
Ba(OH)) Werc suggested during the meet- that structure, as doc temperature.
ing. For most rcponS dealing with ma- All rcserchcrs rcpon that bo th
~cria~ procesing to da~e\ air atmosphcrc ,. ~CuO. ~nd YBaiC~iOi materi ar ~f
IS satisfactory for calcining thes matc- ",.-1l- KiNiF. perovskite Itnctur. This
rils, although some may prefcr oxygcn stncture hu a ba pla consisti of
atmosphere. copper and oxygen atoms and is layere

Sintering formed ceramic supercon- such that Baand Y ato ar stacke in
ductor material is gencrally being rc- thc c dion of the unit cell (Fis. I).
poned at 950.C, (libly taking advan- The greatest controversr in th physics of
lage of some liquid phuc formation in thes superconductors lies in thc funon
ca whcre materials arc Y iOJ deficient. of each atom within the unit cell and its
Tarcon has reponed fing as high as effect on the formtion of Coper pa.
I 120.C over a 12-b period and held there In studies of the effec of Sr dopin on

for 36 h in phuc analysis studies, and th supercuctpropcrtofLa:C..
Hammetler has rcponed fiing at 1 lOO.C th optimum contrtiof Sr was fou
for 2 h for the sintering of tape cat spe to ocur wherc the materi was on thimens. vcrge of a trnsition from tetron to

Beaus this material, in fact the whole orhorhombic symetr.
¡rup of copper oxides being exained In studies of the YB)CUio, materi,
u iuperconductors, can be considered to effects of ra ea substitution were fo

be oxygcn spongCi, the atmosphcre dur- by Chu to be insiinifcant, evcn when
ing iintering is critical to thc iupercon- mainetic ions-prcviouly believed to de-
ductivity of the final product. In fact, the stroy iuperconductivity-were intro-
role of oxysen in the structure of the ma- ducc. When Chu iubltitutc imallcr io
terials is cnúcal to thc formtion of either for Ba, chanlCS in the Tc were no strictly

an insulator or a superconductor. All rc- rclated to the ion siz an the shifii fro

serchers report using at leat fting air tetraional to onhorhobic structure be
during sintering to try to presrve the ox- caus of poible lubititutioDi of Ca ~
yicncontcnt of the matcril. MOlt ar currng in the Cu lattice iite. Soe rc
iiini biD 0,. scarchcrs, among them Bednorz and

Muellcr, believe tht the allin eaOxygeStr Int ions may iubstitute for ra ea in the
Cooling of thes materials ha ben re- itructure, yieldini i mied valcnce nate

ported at IOO.C/mi 200.C/min, fur- of CuJ- an Cul+ an thus, an enh
nace coled, an ai quench, depending phonon-lectron interacúon betwen ox-
on the typ of itudy. Th coing rate along rlCn p electrns an copper d elcc
with the fing temperature, atm06pberc, m the ba plane of the La¡CO.-, cr
. and sok at temperaturc all affect the ox- tal itructur. They aI fi that tbo

yien content of the materil and thus its matcrils that are dope to suffcicntly
itructure. It is the baic structure of the diston thir stncturc to just ab of th
materials that sems to be controlling the trnsiúon to orrhombic at ro tc

~ig. 1. Sh he rn -20 n.
ti II th fn pi., ta by IBM ec
enlits, of th ato it of th ne
hi temtue su. Th \i.
ti co of lile ii cot of cx
pe an oxyge itom; th ar fted bydarj ve co of ba ato. In
si th co of ba itom ar ito
of yt, a rare ea e6t. Th bo
en ti alO tht bm th ba LI
ce wh II rete th th ma
te. Th box II 1. mi lo.
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peratur laave th hi T. ror CI of
IUpercucúvity, i.e., thy ar the ..at to ro into a trnsti to ~
rhobic I)mmclr .po ça be
ro terature.

MOlt relate to the firing stalCi of ~
ducin¡ lb iupercouctin¡ matu
are the trnsitio in the materila Itru
ture with oX)'cn cotent. Fo iDlta
the YBa¡CP. matc wi have i'"
trlon Itnctur it .i-6.5 aD .. ..

--thbobi ItructlU wbc.i-6.9. P. K.
Galla 01 IBM an otl' repo ti
th materils wil JO fro iiiiÛD to
IUpercuctin¡ to inaulatin¡ iiain u ox-
yaen is add to the Itncture. Tb ma-
teri with %-6.38 ar inulati aD
wbeD .i~7.1 thy aI ar inti. Tb
bet IlipcrcoDducto are fowur with
.i-6.9.,
. Cotr the oxyien coteDt of th

materi reuire artc COtrl in pr
cein th just lupplYÎD ft 0)
duriii fi. Ob&rvauons of wci&t lOl
in tb materils dur fi it ::9Q.C
even in oxyleD atmphere inicate tht
annli is ncry. MOlt rerch hu
sho tht low temperatlU (SO.C) li
nclin prves better it reto th ox-
YJCn colct of th mate to vaut do
to YBa¡CA.

AnneJil1l ties ai"SO.-SO.C ar
beiniict anywhere fro 2-3 d to 16 h
for the bet retortion of oxyien into th
itructure. Howver, iomc rercheR ,.
pon an1ini at 9O.C witb fivoble
reult in T" while otheR are usin slow
coling to maintan oxygen stoichiomtr.

Gallaihr report tht to k.p the OXYICD
cotent fro goi beyond thc OpÚJum
of 6.98 it wold be nery to reuc
th p~ in the tuce atmphere u th
saple cols to ne ro temperatur
ind, threfore, an at temperatur
wbere oxygen pickup OCUR may DO be
ne to achieve itochiomctr, pr
vied co thrgh th oxygen piclwp
rciime (90.--30.C) is done slowly
enogh to rech chemica equibrium with
thc ft Oi atmOlphere of the furce.
Howver, Chu report ($cielle, vo 23S.
p. 567) tht th be IUpcucvity
results OD (LIo..B"u)C'uO.-,bc pro
duce we for sar.les that were fi in
air for 26 b at 925 C, ilter caci it
9O.C for .. b an apin for 8 h, when
bet trtmDlI at 9O.C in a reuce Oi
itmophere were ua.

Early report of the disvelJ or tbc
luperCOuctin¡ matcrila indicate IJ
oxyleD defect iircturmit be plyi
a key ro in the ~ temperatlU oit
or IUpcUCÚVlty. Tbre isstilO.
cotrery over tm poti. In th bec
Itnctur of the maicril, the Y ato
reui 8-old coti an tb Bareui i () or 12.ol coÚi 'I
Jives th appe of oxyicn vaC&
m th layèr stnctur. M OXYICD CC
tent of th materi is lowre to c:7 ti

eftcc is mo pl' but is ii cr.ic to th supercuct pr of
th mate as ion u th oxyaen COt
rema with th lill a. ai
ometr_ aldy de6n. Fo LaiCuP..
acc to P.E.D. Mor an aiYICD
vacay stnctur in IJ orhobic
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fi. 2. IBM sctitJ Ro B. Ld
an Ro H. Ko sh me I IU
pe th fi. Th gr on th
up PC mo sh th su dr
WI ei restanc of th ft as It te
peati Ò"op be th sutran teatu aft in In iiui ni.

materil doc exist with onc-half ° va-
cancy per unit c:ii. However. Morgan ha
ben able to. achieve superconductin¡
properties for thiJ material at 4 K.
Almot aU rerchers find tht u tb

materils col put their T, values a ihift
in the itrcture accmpanies the iuper-
coductivity phenomenon. AI th ihit in
Jtctur ocrs, it ii believed tht the
Cu.. bo in the ba pla of the
Itructure become compreiied. Thii
copreion yields greater overlap of the
Cu d an ° P orbita and formtion or
Coper pars betwen thes elecns.
Testui to determe the lattice vibration
interacton hu 10 far )'elded negative re
iults, poibly reuinn¡ new theotica
trtmnta for thes materi.
Tra Tem De
The puh to obtan materils with high

T. li revealed several key crteri to ma-

teri proing ror thes materi. and
ho materi proÎA an copoi-
tins inenc the trition tempera-
ture. Th mot redily report inuenc:
OI T. fo th materiali. con¡ as i
relt of th advanc produce by Chu,
is th mate purity inenc. Wb mo
than on phuc ii presnt in the c:ramic,
boh the value of T, (81 mcaure for re-
iiltivity) an ita ihane in trnaition
ar afec. Pu materi generaly have
hip T, values an shrp trnsitiona in
rciltivity drpo (Fii. 2) on the orer or
C:2 1(. However, th doc not mean that
chemicany do material may not have
iharpr triti an lager T, values.
Some rechers have identified that Sr
dopin¡ or LazCuO. at 0.15% prouce
higher T. values and sharpr trnsitions

in resistivity with temperature. Rather, it
is the single pha c:ramc 81 compa
to multipba matc tht generay have
better trnsiti.

For intanc:, Wayne State University
rerchers have obsrved an anmay it

1 no

240 I( ror i materi which bu an ont
i of temperature VI rciitivity dr it 100

I( that doc DO be iupercductin¡
until 60 K. Chu ha cofirmed that thia
material ii multiphuc. accntill ror the
¡radual tranaitki ii rciativity with tem-

perature.
Other chemical infuence on T, vaues

have ben speulated and teste. The fitu-of theswu th influence or th lath-
nide ion bein 11. Thii WU, in ract, bo
Chu made th intial dive of the
YBazCuio, matenal, by iubatituti Y
for La in th matenals exane by Bc-
non an MueUer. Extensve tets c0
ducted by Chu inicate tht th ta ea
io has no inueii OI th ont or lu-
perconductivity in thes matcnals; even
illowing magnetic ion to exit at the la

thnide site did not destroy IUpercndUC-
tivity and had little infuenc OI T..

Substitutin ror 8a in thes materi
doc change the T, value. When ImaUer
Sr ions arc 11, the structure of the ma-

terial coUaps and the trnsition tem-
perature is significatly reduce to 77 I(
from 97 1(. Howver, when Ca io ar
iubstituted, T, als drops. poibly due to
iome Ca ions locting In the bal plane.
iccrding to Chu. A combination or both

Sr and Ca substitutions ha ben indi-
cated as als producing supercoductiv-
ity. The size of the magnetic field tht
wil caus retoration of norml (nonsu-

perconducting) properties of thes ma-
terials als iJ somewhat dependent on the
trnsition temperature, it leat on ho
clos to the trnsition temperature tbe
materi is when IUbjete to th mat-
ic fild. Fo in. Cbu ha invetite
th uppr aiti fild for YBiCuA re
partn¡ 2aoSO T, or 2-Sx10' a.ThisII compa to a value or 0.5 G for the
Earth's magnetic field. CIOI to the tr tbe cunH:lrr ne or co ror
.ition temperature, th value for th ait- electrgnets. th rch sho tht
ica field wil dro to zero, 81 wil the the crtica cunt values obta by
critical currnt density. The high critica Cava were DO incative or in iit.ic
fild value II tht tb matericoldprpeny or th c:raCi but we an
potentiilly be UJ to ¡enerate very Iar¡e ãny of th pl'~ or poycr..
magnetic fields when Us 81 th conduc- ta nature or tbe materi.
tor or an elecmagnet, provided iuff- Other advance have cotinued sin
cient current ca he pa thrgh it an th dief) of 94- 100 I( iupercouc
large enough rerrmasnets ca be pr tivity ont an the YBaiCuio, materi
duce. Thii ii th majOr iubject or di by Chu an othrs. The fit (if any ca
CUion for Supercllder debate. before otrs in th rut-brc field)

Initial investigatio by il J. Cava an or thes wu th dicovery of 10$ K su-
others on the YBiCulOi matels llK pcrcuctivitYOOt identified by th re
that critical currnt densities of i 100 AI serch te it Alred Universty beded
c:mz cold be ichieved. Even thogh thii by Rob Snyder. Thii matenal iho
ii roghly equivalent to the current den- .harp reuction in rCliitivity with dro in
iities of copper wire it room temperature, tempetur.Onaoi investiti it th
the expetatins or much biger curent Nuclca Rcsrçh Center at K.c,
densities for superconductor matenali Fe. Rel). of Germn)', under th di
initially semed to be i ~d block for li of Constatin Politu, iho T. ODtofthes matenals. i 20 I( fo i ilit vat of th YBiCA

At the beiinnin¡ of May 1987, IBM materi. They have ben tr to in
rerchers overcme this prblem by crcu th polaron effect in th mate
producin bulk iinge cryta or the ma- by subitituting F for 0, producini
terils or th orr of severa millmeters YBazCuiO F. For iome tiin rehers
wide br 200 Ilm thck and mcaurin¡ the it Wayn Štate Universty have iniste
crtica curent in thm at 77 1(. They that thy se the be¡innin¡ or supcrcon-
divered that th J, exceed 100 00 ductivity in Y.Ba-Cu.o materials at 240
A/em' an tht i bia in cunt ßo oc K. However. th matcrils they ar uiin¡
curs in thicker film. Th rch tea ar relatively impure an multipIw. Tby
al prouce th film single critals 1 have ony sen sharp drop' in rciativity

Ilm thick by 2.54 cm in diameter. While be¡innn¡ at 100 I( an run supercon-
thes single cryta cat be equate to ductvity It 60 1(.
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Fig. 3. By ad I te ca pi
ma spl). IBM ICtill Ri Gu-
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Fi. ".CIof i ceam SUtrte pat-te wi hi teatu su-
ri wi ma wi i ne IBM plll
ie, Suc wies mit be us to c0ne lo an me ch in coer.
Th suci wies wee ap by
IBM sctits in i patt si to th
us to co to's co ch. Th
Ib to mae su wm patt i' hi
teatu su mate is an

Imt ste towar adapti th mateto po fu us in oo.

Almost all otber rCiarcb teams work-

ins with the Y.Ba-Cu.o system ¡ay they
~ duplicate some anomaly in the reis.
tivity vs temperature curve at 240 K. but
rew tbink it reprCints superconductivity.

Some resrchers have even speulated
tht tbe anomaly could be the onst of
icmiconductor properties in the materiL.
The resrchers at Wayne State believe
that they have superconductivity at 240

K for at leut a portion of the material

due to tbe ¡eneration of an ac current in
th materi wbile it is subjected to mi-
cravcs, iometb preicted by tbe BC
tbeory for JOlepbson junctions. They
threfore speulate tht tbeir materil
contains pha of superconductn¡ ma-
terial icparated by nonconductors on a
micrOlpic scle in tbeir ¡am pIes. Be-
caus of thes anmaous reults, most
n:rch tems ar relyin¡ more heavily
on magnetic sU$ptibilty meaurements
rather than bulk reistivity measurements
to determne superconductivity.
Th IIt rent ancements of high

trnsition temperatures came from icp-
arte sorce. Energy Conversion Device
Inc. claimed it prouce a su~rcon-
duct in¡ material with zero reistivity it
155 K on May 7,1987.This wu only two
wcla after it had round 125 K matenall.
Th fim is holdin¡ tbe compoition con-
fidential until it ca publiciz its findin¡.
Cbu has als made majo new annunce-
ments of inre T. ror th grp of
ceramic materill. He identifed locl
surface supercuctivity inmultipbas
"ramics with a temperature of 225 K or
-47.7.C. Soviet rechen claim super-
conductors witb Tr values or -37.C.
Howver, most of tbe scientific commu-
nity remain skeptical of thes claims un-
til further report are availble.

Pr .. RM
On outstandin¡ upe of the super-

coductivity resrch is th stro rub
ror commercially feaible proucts within
a few months of inti disvery of the
materils and an u yet unexplain phys
ical phenomena. Typicaly, 20 yr may 10
by before commercial relizatio of a ma-

terials science develoment. PcrhapalBM,
ATAT, GTE, and many otr copaCi
inl.ved icns th srt poenti for th
developments (ikin to th dc:vC:l0P!nt
of the transistor or inte¡rted cin:lUt) aDd
ar juUIin¡ for pal.nt poition& Wht-
ever the ren, DOt ony are rcchers
workin¡ with pre pellets an di
prouce by hot prcsin at 349 MF but
D. W. Johnsn of AT&T bu sho tht
"ramic ta~ with limited 6cxibilty (SO
20 I'm tbick) can be pruce with crit-
ical current densities it 200 A/em'. Pr
enlly, he has DOt dislos why tape cut-
ing has bcn one of tbe preferred me
or prouct prouction.

Oters, includin¡ the grp at AT&T,
have bcn approchi the problem of
proucing flexible wir with renable
crtica currnt densities. Th AT&T ¡rp
us the scbeme of placin the cerac
superconductor into an Ai tube an cod-
drwing the tube to fi wi thck..
After drawing an coin¡ to coor to
a magnt shape, th wire is fi to co
vert tbe ceramic to th fied IUperc
ductor materiaL. They inicate that T.
values for thCi wires are ~90 K. Thre
is iome disrepancy u to whetber Ar-
¡onne National Lab resrchers or thos
at Toshiba Corp. produce tbe fit wire
iolely using the cerimic materil, but in
either cu the ~ucts arc far fro the
practical matenals need for supercon-

ducting electromagnets. Ar¡onne u-
trudes their wire in 0.2 mm diameter. lni-
tialtesting of the critical'turrent density

of tbis wire show values of ony 5 A/
em'. However, later report indicate that
191 A/cm'is no bein, achieved.
Tecbniques of sprayin¡ the "ramic

material onto tbe surface of otber mate-
rils after drawing the substrte into wi
form are the focus of current invCltip-
tions at Alfre University, accrdn¡ to
Robert Snyder. Th lie of prouctioo
investigation was brogbt to the attentin

of most rerch grps by IBM, whicb
suggested plasma sprayin¡ as me to
cot the ceramic supercnductor materi
onto large substrtes of coplex shape,
and fabricatin¡ conductor line ooto ce
ramic substrates (Fip. 3 an 4). MOlt of

the rerch icnu JC thes materi
being commerciay employed with 2-5

yr.
While supcrconductin¡ ma¡ncts, with

the Supercolider as an ideal testin¡ ¡rnd
IÍnce it is 40vernent funded, ar the
principal dnvin¡ force ror may of th
investigators,lBM is rocuain stron¡y on
the electronic applications of th ma-
terils. Josphsn junctions ar on for
of electronics technlogy in which th
materils cold be employed, even thgh
IBM at one time abandone Joipbsn
junction technolOlY u to cotly, witb lit-
tle commercial application in their cur-
rent product line. Other fi, sucb as

CER BUL. VOL.... NO. 7. i- (CAC)

Fi. 5. s. he ma ~50 l-,. hi ~ ~ t:
et dI -SQID. (Su
eb 0u Irite8181 IC 0e~be UI to ex Ie rM~. .. of th ti rM
ft ca by el an in th hu
ma br. Ma fr a cl of ne -l
pe~ mate c:re by IBM
ICti, th rr SQID II Ol 11100 th
th of a tu ha. &m Ir
l- .. in a la of go de on
to of th ai.

HYBRES, Elnuford, NY, have devel-
ope Joiphsn juntin tecbnlOl ie
c:hips with ri tici of 5 pi, 70 GHz
bandwidth. and acitivitiCl of SO ",V
using Nb superconductors, an sbod
be anxOU to employ th "ramics in
film for IBM bu develop superc
ductin¡ quantum interference deviCC
(SQUIDS) (Fi¡. 5) fro thc ceraca
which wo u extrmely ICnative ma¡-
netic deters (on th orr of th field
stren¡th ienerated by elehemi
neurlosca impula pruce by .)'
aps in th buma br).
Whie thre is ata ¡rt de of wp-

tici espeialy am th invoved ID
th prouctn of meta aloy IUperc
duct, th developents in cerac su-

pcrconduct wi led to a wide raetrfortion in icbnOl. Alyen
visione as bencfiti fro tbe cerac:
IUpercuctOr beus or thir abilty
to supcrcuct when coled to liquid m-
trlen iemperatur (let alon the po
.ibllitiCl rrom the outside cban" of
.upercouctors opti at fre c0
ant refricrti syste teperatura) ar:

(l) por ienerati tJ supcductin malliencto an ele
mo in bob th c:venti ruel aD
nuclea fv inUJ (2) trpo-
ti tl elci.ticay elevate
trins aD battery-prc auto
with hiy effcient superconduct e1
trin (3) milccs an co
puten thgh in us of Joipb-
l0 ju., ze rcativity interc
an bi poer inl.¡rtc device (4)
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THE FOUR POINT ELECTRICAL PROBE

The four poInt electrical probe Is a very versatile device used widely In physics for the Investigation of
electrical phenomena. Colorado Superconductor Inc, has especially designed two four point
superconducting devices from .the YBa2Cua07 and the BI2CaSr2Cu209 materIals for such Investigations.
The Complete Exploration Kit an the Supêr Exploration Kit contaIn four point electrical probes.

When a simple measurement of the electrical resistance of a test sample Is performed by attching two wires
to it, one Inadvertently also measures the resistance of the contact point of the wires to the sample.
Typically the resistance of the poInt of contact (caled contact reslstance) Is far smaller than the resistance

. of the sample, and can thus be Ignored. However, when one Is measuring a very small sample resIstance,
especially under variable temperature conditions, the contact resistance can dominate and completely
obscure changes In the resistance of the sample itself. ThIs Is the situation that exists for superconductors.

The effects of contact resistance u.n be eliminated with the use of a four point probe, A schematic of a four
point probe Is shown In figure 2. .In this diagram, four wires (or probes) have been attched to the test
sample. A .constant current Is made to flow the length of the sample through probes labeled 1 and 4 In the
figure. This can be done using a current source or a power supply as shown. Many power supplies have
a current output readout built Into them. If not, an ammeter In series with this circuit can be use to obtain
the value of the current. A 5 Watt power supply capable of producing about 0.5 Amp Is required for the
experiments described for our superconducting devices.

If the sample has any resistance to the flow of electrica. current, then there wil be a drop of potential (CJ
voltage) as the current flows along the sample, for example between the two wires (or probes) labeled 2 and
3 In the figure. The VOltage drop between probes 2 and 3 can be measured by a digital voltmeter. The
resistance of the sample between probes 2 and 3 Is the ratio of the voltage regIstering on the digital
voltmeter to the value of the output current of the power supply. The high Impedance of the digitl voltmeter
mInimIzes the current flow through the portion of the circuit comprising the voltmeter. Thus, since there Is
no. potential drop acròss the contact resIstance associated with probes 2 and 3, only the resistance
associated with the superconductor between probes 2 and 3 Is measured.

dc power
su pply Digital

Voltmeter
v

Superconductor
/ Sample-Current Probe 1 2 .. I __ Current Probe

3 4

Figure 2' Schematic of Four Point Probe
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The four point probe devices In the Complete Exloration Kit and the Super Exploration Kit are both
encapsulated In rugged brass casings. On one side of the casing, the superconductor disk Is visible. An
aluminum end cap has been i Inserted on the back side of the brass casing t6 sealed and to protect the
probe connections with the superconductor. Please do not allemptto remove the end cap. A matched
thermocouple has also been attched to the superconductor In this casing. This thermocouple Is a type
'T', and has ben describe In detail on page 11.

The BI2CaSr 2CU209 superconductor four point electrfcåi probe casing Is larger than the YBa2Cua07 casing.
The former Is stampe with a 'B' and the laller with a 'Y' for further identification.f

I.
I

The ilustration In figure 3 below, shows the salient features of the four point probe devices. The paIr of
black wires are current leads for the Input of current from the power supply, and have been labelled probes
1 and 41n figure 2. The paIr of yellow wires are the Voltage measurement probes for measuring the voltage
drop across the superconductor with the help of a digitl voltmeter, and have been labelled probes 2 and
3 In figure 2. The red and blue wires are leads for the thermocouple.
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Figure 3: The'Superc?nducting Four Point Probe
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